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Abstract
Our notion of IT infrastructure is changing dramatically. We used to be happy with
just a power plug for our desktops – today, many of us can hardly imagine a day
without Internet access. Data centres provide storage and other dedicated services to
large organizations – today, anybody can access such services in the cloud. Grid
technologies offer a complex environment for compute-intense applications . . . however,
we still lack a simple, yet trustworthy environment for curating, semantically modelling,
and sharing file-based information.
This thesis develops the foundational concepts for such an environment, and it builds
on a class of systems stemming from scholarly communications called “digital
repositories”. Rather than building a new system, we analyse the interoperability
channels between existing repositories, added-value services, and other agents. The
Open Repository Environments emerging from these gateways are evolutionary in that
repository components can change over time; anarchic to the point where they invite
decentralised agents to participate; and a bridge between existing infrastructures. The
infrastructures that were of particular influence to this thesis are e-Infrastructure for
virtualising heterogeneous resources, as well as repository technologies for managing
reference networks of file-based information, namely “digital objects”.
Like any software architecture, the design of Open Repository Environments is a
creative process that may be inspired by existing models and experiences, and this
thesis creates a framework for such models. Its repository reference architecture derives
the minimum consensus on what repositories constitute from an extensive analysis of
existing experiences, and specifies two interfaces through which interoperability
channels can be established: the Open Storage Interface and the Federation Interface.
Subsequently, we present results from a detailed analysis of the functionalities and
design criteria for an Open Storage Interface. On the other hand, Federation is a
continuum of attributes and techniques rather than a single interface. In our analysis of
Federation, we describe this continuum, identify existing federation patterns, and
develop a novel Notification-based federation mechanism – probably the first such
attempt since the creation of the OAI Protocol for Metadata Harvesting in 2001.

This thesis builds on a number of linked activities that were mostly conducted between
2001 and 2009, and in participation of six national and international research projects
in the field. These activities combine analysis and discussion, notably in a series of
workshops we organised in Europe and the US to bridge the e-Infrastructure,
preservation and repository communities, as well as the architectural design and
prototyping of the e-Infrastructure initiatives TextGrid and Dariah based on the
findings presented in this thesis.

Kurzfassung
Unsere Erwartungen an IT Infrastruktur ändern sich rasant. Vor nicht allzu langer Zeit
transportierten wir Daten im Kilobyte-Bereich über einen Stapel Floppy-Disketten,
während heutzutage für viele ein Tag ohne Internet schwer vorstellbar ist. Eine
professionelle Speicherinfrastruktur konnten sich bis vor kurzem nur große
Organisationen leisten, bis das Aufkommen von Cloud-Anbietern jedem Nutzer mit
einem Internetanschluss diese Möglichkeit eröffnete. Schließlich ermöglichen
hoch-komplexe Grid-Technologien die verteilte Berechnung von z.B. aufwändigen
Simulationen, etc. . . . aber es existiert immer noch keine einfach integrierbare,
vertrauenswürdige Umgebung zur Archivierung, semantischen Modellierung und
Nachnutzung von Datei-basierten Objekten wie z.B. Simulationsergebnissen.
Diese Arbeit entwickelt das Fundament für so eine Umgebung, auf Basis von
Erfahrungen aus den Repositorien- und e-Infrastructure Communities. Es ist eine
Umgebung, die nicht aus einer spezifischen Software besteht, sondern vielmehr aus der
Vernetzung von existierenden Repositorien, externer Dienste, und anderer Module
entsteht. Durch diese Interoperabilitätsmechanismen erschafft diese Arbeit “offene
Repositorien-Umgebungen”, in denen sich einzelne Komponenten unabhängig von
einander entwickeln, dezentrale Module untereinander interagieren, und sich
unterschiedliche Infrastrukturen mit einander vernetzen. Als solches schöpft diese
Arbeit vor allem aus Technologien zur semantischen Modellierung von digitalen
Objekten und der Virtualisierung vorhandener Hardware-Ressourcen in
Grid-Infrastrukturen, und sieht offene Repositorien-Umgebungen an der Schnittstelle
dieser Infrastrukturen.
Systemarchitektur und damit auch der Aufbau von Repositorien ist ein kreativer
Prozess, inspiriert durch existierende Erfahrungen und Modelle. Diese Arbeit sammelt
existierende Erfahrungen und erstellt Modelle, die diesen Prozess strukturieren und
unterstützen. Durch die Entwicklung einer Community-übergreifenden
Referenzarchitektur für Repositorien können speziell zwei Interoperabilitätskanäle
identifiziert werden: das Open Storage Interface und die Föderationsumgebung. Die
Arbeit analysiert detailliert die Eigenschaften und Designkriterien für Open Storage

Interfaces. Weiters strukturiert sie die Attribute und Techniken für
Föderationsumgebungen, und entwickelt Entwurfsmuster für unterschiedliche Arten von
Föderationen. Teil davon ist die Entwicklung eines neuartigen Mechanismus zur
Föderation auf Basis von “Event-basierten Notifications” – vielleicht der erste neuartige
Ansatz seit der Entwicklung des OAI Protokolls für Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)
im Jahr 2001.
Die wissenschaftliche Basis dieser Arbeit wurde abwechselnd in der Praxis nationaler
und internationaler Infrastruktur-Projekte, sowie in Analyse und Diskussion mit
internationalen Experten in dem Gebiet gesammelt. Im Speziellen verknüpfen diese
Aktivitäten die Bereiche e-Infrastruktur mit nachhaltigem Datenmanagement und
-pflege.
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1

Introduction

In 1995 Robert Kahn and Robert Wilensky [207] described a path towards an open
environment of distributed digital information services. Their paper triggered the
creation of a whole new class of systems, “digital repositories” [52, 92, 257]. Similar
systems also emerged in other communities unaware of the “Kahn/Wilensky
Framework” (cf. section 2.1). While a lot of ground has been covered since the
Framework was written in 1995 and we have advanced beyond it in many ways, current
information environments still lag behind the Framework’s vision in terms of openness
and distribution [245, 289, 291, 310]. This thesis argues that the tremendous evolution
repository systems underwent in the last decade still fails to cover the opportunities
lost through the lack of openness and distribution in repository-based information
environments. Like the multi-faceted approach of the Kahn/Wilensky Framework, the
approach to “open up” current repository-based information environments presented in
this thesis consists of a combination of interoperability mechanisms geared to
interweave repository components and other “agents”.
Before going deeper into what we consider to be an open repository environment and
how we can get there, however, this introduction looks at what digital repositories are
and the current state of research and practice. Section 1.1 then pushes beyond the state
of the art and presents scenarios that cannot be fulfilled by today’s technologies, but for
which the open repositories reference framework developed in this thesis provides a
generic solution.
Information is rarely self-contained, neither in structure nor in semantics. A digital
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text, for example, often contains images or other embedded media, it may consist of
template files, or may disaggregate into multiple files for other reasons. The same
applies for an image gallery with textual descriptions, simulations with parameter files,
or other intellectual entities. Capturing these dependencies, “digital objects” can be
anything from a simple file to a complex object composed of multiple files, metadata,
and relations to other objects and functionalities. Likewise, digital objects are often
embedded in a semantic context. One object may be a version of another object,
various objects may have been created in the same research or business process, or they
may contain related content. The networks formed through these and other relations
establish a rich semantic environment that may span several systems.

Figure 1.1: Reference graph of a digital object, taken from the OAI-ORE standard that defines an
RDF-oriented object format [222]. This figure shows the object R1, consisting of two
files R2 and R3, as well as other values (the author) and relations between them.

Digital objects are thus more than localised bit sequences. They are nodes in a
semantic network; information nuggets re-usable in various contexts; carriers of
functionalities and the ingredients of workflows. [130, 222] The systems managing
digital objects in all these facets are called digital repositories in this thesis.
The emergence of repository-like systems to manage digital objects as described above
can be traced in various communities, although they differ along various lines such as
their requirements, technologies, as well as their terminology. As one of these
communities, libraries and generally scholarly communications are particularly active in
digital repository research and they also founded the much attended OpenRepositories
conference series, which is why we call them the “repository community” in the
following. Their focus is on the preservation [317] and dissemination of publications,
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with e.g. university libraries up until now mainly focusing on the intellectual output of
their institutions [233] and national libraries on the cultural heritage of their countries
[92]. However, repository systems have emerged in other communities as well. In the
context of scholarly research, repositories capture the raw data, derived analyses and
other products in the research process to support ongoing research, to facilitate re-use
by other teams, and to enable validation of research results [6, 8, 75, 172, 173, 248].
Various other communities and system types (repository-like or related) are mentioned
later in this thesis (cf. particularly chapter 2.1).
These communities do not have a common understanding on what repositories
constitute. To be more precise, they fail to agree among themselves about the key
features of repository systems, let alone between each other. [48, 183, 277, 295] Some
argue that the term “repository” does not adequately capture the capabilities of these
systems [48], and also that it leads to confusion with other, unrelated technologies (e.g.
“objects” in object-oriented programming, “repositories” as in software code and
package management, or various other meanings). Nevertheless, this terminology is the
currently dominant one.
This thesis does not attempt to follow suit in failed attempts to find a one-sentence
definition for tasks and context of digital repositories. Instead, it remains purposefully
on an abstract level of repository definition that resonates with a multiplicity of
communities and systems. In other words, rather than putting definitions and
constraints on individual repository systems to foster homogeneity, this paper on the
contrary fosters heterogeneity, while enabling interoperability between diverse
repository systems and other agents in an open repository environment.
Already the Kahn/Wilensky Framework considers repositories to be merely one agent
in an environment of information producers, infrastructure services (e.g. identification
services, authentication), consumers and added-value services (e.g. identification
services, registries, visualisation tools), and others. In order to facilitate interoperability
between those agents and amongst distinct repositories, the Framework tentatively
defines a Repository Access Protocol (RAP) for (1) accessing objects, (2) depositing
objects, and (3) accessing reference services for exploring repository contents. [207]
Since then, RAP-like protocols have emerged and, indeed, along with them a multitude
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of standard and non-standard data formats, metadata models, protocols, and
conventions. [47, 58, 59, 199]
However, these mechanisms for interoperability have been created in an uncoordinated
manner and are in many ways incomplete and fragmented. Protocols cluster in the
three areas of the RAP – object access, object deposit, and metadata query –, yet other
areas remain neglected. The repository community identified this issue e.g. in [18] and
calls it the proliferation of repository islands, where each island fails to communicate
with others, thereby duplicating repository management efforts and reducing contents,
features and eventually the benefit for repository users. [245] point out that available
protocols are insufficient and only serve “to make each ‘island’ of data easier to access”.
Real federation of distributed repositories and decentralised collaboration in an open
repository environment remain an unfulfilled vision, despite or as underlined by the
various attempts towards that goal. [66, 220, 263]
To re-iterate our notion of an open repository environment, “open” in this context refers
to extensibility even for external agents, such that new modules can be linked up with
existing ones and old ones can be exchanged in an evolutionary manner; new players
can join the environment, possibly without knowledge of the originators; and previously
unanticipated functionalities can be retrofitted into the environment. In this sense,
“open” does not necessarily resonate with the notions of “open source” [270] and “open
access” [153]. Components in an open repository environment can be both, either open
source or proprietary. Contrary to making all repository contents open access available,
emerging repository-based virtual research environments [65] also address management
of research data before their publication, and they necessitate private research spaces
for individuals and research teams [307].
Brad Wheeler, discussing in [320] institutional e-Research and IT governance, asks
what should be part of generic infrastructure and what should be handled on an
application-level (cf. figure 1.2). Many of the functionalities he suggests to categorize as
‘infrastructure’ – including curation, metadata, search and retrieve – are key capabilities
of repositories. Inspired by Brad Wheeler’s discussion, we consider repository
environments as a software infrastructure for managing unstructured data and digital
objects, as much as databases are software infrastructure for structured data.
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Figure 1.2: Layers of Scholarly Infrastructure in [320]. Brad Wheeler asks where to put the line
between infrastructure and the application. He concludes that there is no single answer
to this, but rather institutions (providing infrastructure) and researchers (employing
applications) have to take this decision together.

1.1 Scenarios of Open Repository Environments
The previous section introduced repository environments and how they can be open.
“Open” was described to mean accessible and extensible for distributed agents (e.g.
repository systems, registries, visualisation tools) in a decentralized manner, yet it does
not mean without security mechanisms or anarchic. In order to fill these keywords with
life, this section presents scenarios in which open repository environments excel.
These scenarios are currently unsolved or they are tackled by hard-coded mechanisms
that are difficult to transfer. They thereby establish a “benchmark” for this thesis, since
the concepts presented in this thesis aim to resolve the scenarios in a generic, ad-hoc
manner. Moreover, many of the scenarios illustrate prototypical challenges in repository
environments, representing a whole class of conceivable situations. Even though many
of the scenarios, prototypes and examples presented in this thesis are related to
e-Infrastructure in the humanities due to the author’s background, the results of this
thesis can be generalised to other domains.
The scenarios were developed after surveying a multitude of repository systems, with a
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closer analysis of iRODS of the field e-Infrastructure (cf. section 2.1.2); as well as
Fedora, aDORe, and DSpace from the repository community (cf. section 2.1.1). In
addition to these technical analyses, discussions in a series of international workshops
that we organised exclusively for this purpose [83] as well as an international
standardisation process for repository infrastructure [90] contributed to creating these
scenarios.
The scenarios describe aspects of open repository environments, which build upon
interweaving distinct repositories or outsourcing functionalities to external services and
infrastructure. Thus, the analysed repository systems generally fail to satisfy these
scenarios when viewed as stand-alone systems. At the same time, existing repository
federations (e.g. Driver [149], Dare [290], Europeana [21]) fail as well to satisfy the
requirements put forth by open repository environments, since – as opposed to those
traditional federation mechanisms – an open repository environment (a) deals with
material that changes frequently and needs to propagate those changes in a timely
manner, it (b) includes non-repository agents (e.g. format registries, migration services,
visualisation of content networks), and (c) it enables interoperability on multiple layers
of abstraction. [85] The following scenarios display all these features, and they are
clustered along two interoperability levels, object storage and federation.

1.1.1 Scenario 1: Repository Storage
Most current repository systems [103, 257] manage their contents in the file system: the
constituent files of a single digital object, and often metadata and relations as well.
This is displayed by all the repository systems that were surveyed, e.g. DSpace [137],
EPrints [292] and iRODS [201] store the files as bitstream into the file system; and both
aDORe [99] and Fedora [221] package the files they manage into standards-based,
human-readable XML containers – Fedora into METS [238] and aDORe into
MPEG-21 [4]. The perceived benefit of this approach is its stability even when building
systems to last for long-term periods [111, 174], according to discussions conducted in
the course of this thesis. [83]
Today, these storage tasks are hard-wired into those repository systems, and also
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storage is often limited to the local hard disk. One of the exceptions is the data grid
iRODS, which is designed to manage distributed storage and is capable of dealing with
various kinds of storage hardware including online, nearline, and tape storage. [243]
Nevertheless, its storage management is tightly coupled into the system core, in that
there adaptations need to be hand-coded into the system core.
One of the first repositories that was configurable to employ an external storage
handler was DSpace, which starting from its release DSpace 1.3 (August 2005) offered
an option to use the Storage Resource Broker SRB [2], a distributed storage system and
precursor to the iRODS system. Today storage modules on a plug-in basis are a key
topic in repository research, with repository systems including EPrints [187] and
Fedora [15] having them on their development roadmaps.
However, as we point out in [85], current activities are often isolated and tailored to a
specific repository system. There is no standard for a storage interface emerging that is
adopted across the repository community.
Therefore, the following scenarios are only possible with a system-independent storage
interface, and they also describe some of the features we expect from such an interface.

1.1.2 Scenario 1.a: On-Demand Storage
Both small and large institutions struggle with the resources and the manpower tied up
by effective storage management. Creation and maintenance of storage infrastructure
can be particularly expensive when reliable storage and bit-preservation need to be
attained, which often involves geographical data replication to ensure reliability and
scalability of the service. [111]
Small institutions may be overwhelmed with the long-term costs of establishing and
maintaining their own storage facilities. [39] Smaller institutions lack the
economies-of-scale displayed by large data centers, [135] even in the face of a single
huge collection, e.g. an art school preserving audio and video recordings. [24] Large
institutions on the other hand may be able to pool their storage requirements or even
have a local data center. However, large institutions often have multiple repositories
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where each repository serves a different user group, yet the content overlaps to some
degree. [82] For both, small and large organizations, outsourcing storage to external
service providers may be an ideal solution.
Those two general situations of small and large organisations apply to a multitude of
individual cases. So many in fact, that the DuraCloud initiative [212] aims to establish
a commercial storage service that will also provide various low-level preservation
services. However, DuraCloud was initiated towards the end of the thesis, and at the
time of writing (August 2009) there are no results available. So until there are results
from DuraCloud or other initiatives and repository storage becomes an infrastructure
service, repositories will continue to store their valuable content locally on the
repository server, often using an “insecure, backup-free, under-the-desk rogue server”
[324].

1.1.3 Scenario 1.b: Distributed Access
As repository storage is distributed over multiple storage hardware resources, or
outsourced to external storage providers as described in the previous scenario, access to
a digital object is ideally granted directly through the very storage node it is contained
in.
This scenario has two aspects. First of all, access to digital objects that is routed
through a central repository server introduces a single point of failure and hampers
scalability of the overall system. Therefore, direct communication between the client
and the storage node is preferred, without an additional repository component as
intermediary. Systems supporting such direct communications often have a small
overhead in initiating a communication, in which the right storage node is identified
and subsequently the client is redirected to that very storage node. Identification of the
‘right’ storage node can be based on various criteria: e.g. where the requested file is
located in the first place; in case the file is redundantly stored at multiple locations,
which is the location closest to the client, respectively which location has the quickest
response time at that very moment.
The second aspect ties right into this overhead for identifying the ‘right’ storage node
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and distinguishes between those systems, where this identification process is largely
transparent to the client, and those that require active participation of the client.
Systems like the commercial storage service Amazon S3 implement this identification of
the ‘right’ server such that it is largely transparent to the client – in the case of the
Amazon S3 REST interface [1] by using the HTTP response “307 Temporary
Redirect” [150]. Other systems such as the Storage Resource Manager SRM [176]
embed more intelligence into this identification process and require the client’s activity
– in the case of SRM this includes negotiation of the preferred transfer protocol. These
two examples may indicate that those systems, for which the redirection process is
transparent, tend to be more light-weight, in contrast to systems, which require active
negotiation of the client. However, this intuition cannot be taken as a verifiable rule.

1.1.4 Scenario 1.c: Repository Reconstruction
Whenever a repository system crashes without chance of reactivation, or a legacy
repository platform needs to be replaced by a novel one, a fresh repository installation
may need to be initialized with the objects that were stored in the older one. Software
migration or repository reconstruction is an important issue, particularly when dealing
with repositories that are used for long-term preservation [317], and also in the general
case as recently demonstrated by Google who instituted an engineering team called the
“Data Liberation Front” commissioned to support data extraction from (and import to)
all Google products. [142]
With regard to existing repository systems, e.g. Fedora offers a dedicated
reconstruction mechanism. [116] However, in the absence of a generic, standard
repository storage interface (cf. section 1.1.2), such reconstruction mechanisms are tied
to the very system and perhaps even to the specific system version in question.

1.1.5 Scenario 2: Federation
“In the future there will be only one (virtual) repository” – this is one of the visions for
repository infrastructure formulated at the repository workshop at the Open Grid
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Forum Barcelona [83]. In fact, there are today various initiatives striving to federate
physically distinct repositories into a single virtual repository, including Driver [229],
Dare [133] and Europeana [126]. Content in those cases is dispersed over various
locations for historical or for organizational reasons (e.g. each university library
establishes its own institutional repository). In their integration efforts, the goal of all
these initiatives is to build a single portal that provides access to these dispersed
locations.
However, these initiatives predominantly focus on exchanging metadata about
publications. In the case of the three initiatives mentioned above – Driver, Dare, and
Europeana – all of them employ the prevalent Protocol for Metadata Harvesting of the
Open Archives Initiative, OAI-PMH [198]. The limitations of these kinds of federations
are becoming apparent as repositories are increasingly managing research data (as
opposed to publications), and multiple repositories are exchanging that research data
for reuse (as opposed to only exchanging the metadata for viewing). [86, 173, 253] Also,
the aforementioned federations usually just take whatever they can get. More
fine-grained control over the federation may be required for building thematic
collections composed of selected pieces from various repositories, or in the case of
inter-disciplinary and inter-institutional projects.
In other words, the requirements on federation in open repository environments is very
unlike traditional federation mechanisms. Various initiatives recognised this, including
[104], who call for repository interoperability and Next Generation Services, which
enable “deep sharing through experimentation with aggregation other than metadata
harvesting, resulting in the capacity to move digital objects from domain to domain,
along with the ability to modify and re-deposit them in a different location in the
process.”
The following three scenarios discuss respectively the federation of data (scenario 2.a),
sharing metadata of frequently changing objects or collections (scenario 2.b), as well as
exchanging data with external, non-repository agents (scenario 2.c).
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1.1.6 Scenario 2.a: Scientific Analysis
Particularly in the humanities, research is not confined to a single location but often
includes material from dispersed locations. [84] Each of these locations may have an
institutional repository with relevant material for a specific research question that
bridges all those locations. In this scenario, these distinct repositories federate without
changing the underlying technologies, offering search and analysis across their
collections in a dedicated portal. With the emergence of more and more
repository-based research environments, the requests for scientific analysis of repository
contents is likely to increase. [7, 173, 235]
The kinds of analysis conducted by such a joint portal can be manifold. Federation
mechanisms should not constrain analysis technologies, and they should not constrain
the kind of objects to be shared both with regards to their content and their metadata.
In particular, we would like to point out two challenges that analysis functions may
pose on the scalability of the overall system. First, an analysis technology could be very
resource-intense even when applied to only a single repository, yet should not bring
down the performance of the repository. Retrieval or clustering techniques are just two
of the fields offering dedicated analysis methods that are very resource-intense, yet may
be of interest to repository-based research environments. [74, 298]
The second challenge mentioned here is that fast-changing content should not bring
down the scalability of the overall system, even as many repositories join the federation.
Fast-changing content requires an immediate link between the numerous repositories
and their joint analysis portal to avoid inconsistencies, and may hence increase the
communication demand significantly compared to immutable content.

1.1.7 Scenario 2.b: Task Tracking
An early step in many research activities in the humanities is the collation and
preparation of the material to be addressed. [296] This step may involve a variety of
tasks, for multiple people, in dispersed locations. A typical research preparation phase
in the humanities may involve an actual visit to an archive for a specific manuscript,
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digitisation of some selected pages, and eventually their transcription, mark-up, and
annotation in a machine-readable format. Depending on the size of the project and the
availability of the material, this process may take weeks or even years. [312]
Consequently, task management is essential for many collaborative projects, and the
particular challenge in this use case pertains to its distributed nature, which may
involve multiple independent repository systems. A system supporting task
management in distributed teams monitors changes to the material in its distinct
sources (e.g. newly incoming digitisations, updates to transcriptions), and allows
researchers to annotate the state of the material and to distribute tasks among team
members.
Initiatives currently employ a variety of generic software packages [35]. Dedicated
solutions are emerging for digitisation workflows [43] or as part of large editing
systems [41]. However, we are not aware of any existing solution that spans multiple
sources. To enable the construction of such systems in the first place, federation
mechanisms are needed to read the metadata of available material from various sources,
keep track of changes to those sources and material, and integrating the material
(without necessarily extracting it from its original source).

1.1.8 Scenario 2.c: Out-Sourcing Preservation Actions
The preservation of objects over long periods of time [100, 255] is a key challenge for
repositories, in the face of the rapid advance of hard- and software environments. The
importance of taking preservation actions has already shown in many spectacular cases,
where important research data has been lost: up to 20 percent of the data of NASA’s
1976 Viking mission to Mars have been lost [285]; satellite data recorded in the 1970s,
which was to be used to identify ecological trends in South America’s Amazon Basin,
have been lost; and there are many more such negative examples (also in non-scientific
contexts) [178, 226].
Trusted digital repositories [174] are assigned to reliably preserve their contents over
time. Preservation of digital objects may involve strategies like migration, where files
and metadata are transferred into newer or more stable formats, before old formats run
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danger of becoming obsolete. [317] This migration process – or “conversion” as the
technical aspects of transferring an object into another format is called – may need to
be conducted external to the repository for two reasons. [146] First of all, batch
conversion – e.g. of all TIFF files to JPEG2000, or all PDF files to PDF/A [269] – may
be compute-intense and hence it should not be conducted directly on the live repository
server. At the same time, there may already be external services that offer conversion
capabilities, and a repository that receives a myriad of different formats on ingest may
not be in the place of providing dedicated conversion services for all of these formats.
[268]

1.2 Contribution of this Thesis
This thesis emerged from an iterative process of analysis, technical experimentation and
implementation of production systems, as well as discussions with experts in various
communities including trusted digital repositories [78, 92], the grid community [249],
and e-Infrastructure for the humanities on a national [81] and a European level [86].
Amongst several repository-related activities in various organisational contexts in the
years 2001 to 2009, the author is technical architect of 3 initiatives that push towards
open repository environments. Those aspects of those initiatives that contribute to the
concept of open repository environments are presented later in this thesis.

Figure 1.3: Environmental Model of a Repository. Identifies (a) the Open Storage Interface and (b)
the Federation Interface, which are the building blocks of Open Repository
Environments and a focus of this thesis.

Figure 1.3 depicts an environment model focusing on a single repository and its
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interactions with other agents in the environment. This thesis defines a reference
architecture for such a repository and then focuses in particular on the storage and
federation interfaces. It argues that openness and distribution in these two interfaces
are the key building blocks for an open repository environment. This thesis is
structured accordingly, with the following scientific contributions:
1. A reference architecture for repository systems (chapter 2.2)
• Definition of a layered repository architecture that fosters three levels of
abstraction – file, object, and application – with two interoperability
interfaces between the layers – open storage and federation.
• The architecture was derived in an analysis of existing systems and
experiences, emerged from expert discussions at workshops on repository
infrastructure we organised [83, 85], and was evaluated through
implementation in three initiatives presented in this thesis.
• It provides the overall framework, identifies gaps in repository
interoperability and decentralisation, and is the basis for further analysis in
this thesis.
2. An open storage interface [interface file / object layers] (chapter 3)
• Specification of the central attributes of on-demand storage infrastructure
that is independent from a specific repository system or other agent, is
stable as agents evolve, and is capable of serving multiple agents.
• The specification of the infrastructure was derived from a series of
experiments with diverse distributed storage systems offering dissimilar
interfaces: a virtual file system (Cleversafe), a dedicated storage handler
(iRODS), as well as a RESTful interface (S3-like).
• Implementation of a storage infrastructure that translates grid technologies
(the Storage Resource Manager, SRM) into a Cloud-like storage interface
(S3-like). Evaluation of S3-like through experimental deployment of a
DSpace repository and other utilities.
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3. Federation attributes [interface object / application layers] (chapter 4)
• Mapping of existing federation activities based on attributes pertaining to
both, the digital object and the overall information system: syntax and
semantics (object), structure and patterns (system). Identification of gaps,
particularly with regard to patterns.
• Profiling of a notification pattern, which allows more immediate and direct
federation of repositories than current federation patterns and thus enables
federated applications that are more interactive than previously.
• Development of an Atom-based federation network, which allows a hybrid
push/pull notification pattern that is robust, light-weight, and serves all
aspects of a digital object (data, metadata, relations).
4. TextGrid, a live environment built on open repository concepts (chapter 5)
• Implementation of the reference architecture from chapter 2.2 in
environment based on grid technologies.
• Creation of an environment that is open on three levels: as an infrastructure
(primarily focused on virtualised storage), as a platform (where new
functionalities can be added and re-used), as well as a software (targeting
scholarly research in the humanities).
• Discussion of organisational and social aspects coming to bear in an open
repository environment.
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Repository Architecture: Identifying
Interoperability Channels

This chapter develops a layered repository reference architecture. Rather than being a
construction plan for a new repository system, this reference architecture aims to
establish a framework for connecting repositories and other agents in an open
repository environment. Its three layers are hence designed to prescribe as few as
possible and to enable heterogeneity, yet to ensure a minimum level of interoperability
between the agents.
The repository architecture is mainly based on three activities: a survey of related
fields for precursors to open repository environments and an analysis of existing
repositories [87]; intense discussion in the e-Infrastructure [83, 90] and repository
communities [89, 91]; as well as its validation in the e-Infrastructure environments
TextGrid and Dariah as presented in chapters 5 and 4 respectively.

2.1 Related Fields and Technologies
Two fields are of particular importance to this thesis: trusted repositories and
e-Infrastructure. Despite their diversity, both fields share common goals and are
complimentary when it comes to establishing repository-based research environments,
as the following sections describe. However, interoperability between them, let alone
their convergence is only just starting to emerge, which makes solving the scenarios a
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particular challenge.
When it comes to digital infrastructure in research it often seems the world is evenly
split into two groups: those who care about high-performance computing [252], and
those who care about trusted data management and data-driven science
[73, 228, 247, 254]. On the one hand is the simulation of cosmic phenomena [249], and
on the other the collation of national census data [55]. On the one hand deciphering the
human genome, on the other preserving 3D models of the Buddhas of Bamyan statues,
a former UNESCO world heritage site in Afghanistan destroyed by the Taliban in 2001.
These perceived distinctions are, of course, purely artificial. A researcher may move
back and forth between the data collected in experiments, simulation and analysis,
collaborative environments, and publication platforms. The integration of these two
disparate digital environments is thus a concern for all stakeholders: for researchers and
generally anybody moving between environments; for information technologists who
can learn from each others experiences; and for funding bodies who strive for efficiency
and quality in their funding subjects. As the following sections show, the existing
experiences and available systems in those communities as well as in related fields are
complimentary and provide a good starting point for achieving this integration.

2.1.1 Institutional Repositories
Ever since the move to digital processes, scholarly communication is changing
dramatically. [234, 237] Institutional repositories are an offspring of that domain
combining diverse research topics in scholarly communication including open access
[153] and digital preservation [317]. This section looks at the evolution of institutional
repositories and finds that repository research still focuses too much on research
products rather than the whole research process. Being at the end of the information
process chain repositories into a restricted scope, monolithic design, and hence a limited
added value for its users.
Institutions always had the need to capture and manage their research output, and e.g.
the Oxford Text Archive founded in 1976 can be seen as one of the early precursors to
the current institutional repository landscape. [94] However, a steep rise in numbers of
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institutional repositories and the emergence of a coherent community only happened at
the turn of the century. [92] Today, the number of repositories is soaring and can
hardly be tracked: The OpenDOAR directory [53] – a portal for voluntary registration
– refers to more than 1.400 operational repositories by October 2009.
However, repository systems are still very local phenomena. While they are advanced
when it comes to sharing metadata about digital objects, [197] they are only beginning
to explore distribution, sharing functional components, and more complex architectural
patterns. Repository research to date has predominantly dealt with how to get
published material into the repository (e.g. communication with depositors, copyright
and rights issues in general) and how to disseminate it (e.g. RSS notification, personal
publication pages), thereby labelling repositories as static archives of archived work.
Only slowly repository-based environments like the one at NSDL ([215], [219]) with 2.5
million educational resources and the multi-disciplinary research environment of the
Max Planck Society, eSciDoc [136] are emerging. Rather than focusing on the
dissemination of publications, these repository environments promote re-use of research
data, collaboration, and they integrate into the whole research life-cycle.
While we have been looking at various open source software packages for institutional
repositories ([257], [103]), we will focus on Fedora [221], DSpace [281], as well as aDORe
[99] in the further analysis of this thesis. We chose these three repository software
packages, since they belong to the most prevalent systems in the repository community
[52], and they display some interesting concepts with regard to openness and
distribution, as the following mapping of their functionalities to the scenarios shows.
(The following listing maps features in Fedora, DSpace and aDORe onto the scenarios
described in section 1.1, using a rating of (+) – poor coverage, to (+++) – good
coverage).
1. 1.a On-Demand Storage (+) – Fedora [123] and DSpace [2] have both
experimented with an integration into the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [112].
While DSpace provides SRB-integration as part of their stable distribution, there
are hardly any live DSpace instances known to us that benefited from that. This
may be the case as there is some overlap in functionalities between SRB and
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DSpace and the integration is not based on open standards (cf. the detailed
discussion in chapter 3.2).
Currently, the major repository packages are looking into generic storage
interfaces: Fedora in [15] and together with DSpace in [12], as well as EPrints in
[187]. However, at the time of writing (October 2009) there are no results from
these activities available.
2. 1.b Distributed Access (+) – As mentioned in the previous item, storage of
institutional repositories is localised for the most part. aDORe is the only
repository system, which addressed distribution in its core architecture. This
distribution is achieved through federating disparate OAI-PMH providers, a
standard mechanism that could be extended to other repositories and which is
discussed in section 2.2.3.
3. 1.c Repository Reconstruction (++) – Both, Fedora and aDORe are capable
of completely reconstructing a repository from file storage. Since they both
employ standards for object markup – being METS in Fedora [238] and
MPEG-DIDL in aDORe [4] – a failed repository could be reconstructed by an
agent that builds on another platform than Fedora or aDORe with little custom
coding. However, there is no completely generic mechanism for repository
reconstruction.
4. 2.a Scientific Analysis (+) – Scientific Analysis is not a key objective for
institutional repositories. To our knowledge there is no dedicated support for
conducting dedicated analyses on repository contents by Fedora, DSpace, aDORe
or others.
5. 2.b Task Tracking (+) – We are not aware of any significant applications across
multiple, heterogeneous repositories apart from federated search. Likewise, while
there are Task Tracking applications tailored to specific platforms [43], they fail
to integrate disparate repositories.
6. 2.c Out-Sourcing Preservation Actions (++) – Preservation is a key
incentive for repositories and there are numerous respective activities. However,
they are mostly tailored to a specific platform just like for EPrints [186, 293], or
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more generic services have failed to overcome prototype status and lack adoption.
[146, 194] A reason for this may be the lack of standards that enable
administrative or scientific workflows with external services.

2.1.2 e-Infrastructure
There is an increasing number of exemplars where research is driven by teams that
span communities, countries, languages, and whatever other traditional classifications
may exist. [65, 84, 249] Rather than disseminating the products of their activities post
factum, these teams work collaboratively throughout the entire research process. [97]
This section looks at some of the e-Infrastructures supporting such collaborations,
particularly at grid technologies. It finds that these technologies are – despite their
promise to be generic – in many ways tailored to their user communities, and often
focused on short-term processes rather than sharing and re-use of intermediate results.
In 1998 Ian Foster and Carl Kesselman [158] envisioned a digital infrastructure, in
which existing hardware is shared despite geographic dispersion and heterogeneous
technical platforms. Grid technologies clearly had many predecessors and other
founding fathers. Ian Foster himself acknowledges Len Kleinrock for his metaphor of
"computer utilities" in 1969. [156] The massively distributed computing infrastructure
of high-energy physics, with the CERN as one of their epicentres, became the first
production grid infrastructure. The latest instalment at the CERN, the Large Hadron
Collider, produces about 15 petabyte of data annually, which is stored and processed by
tens of thousands of computing elements at computing centers around the world. The
LHC may be the classic example, yet today the grid is applied in astronomy, climate
research, medicine and a host of other academic disciplines and commercial companies
as well. Those discipline-specific applications are often mounted upon national grid
infrastructure such as UK Grid [60], the German D-Grid [249], or the US
Cyberinfrastructure [97].
Technologies like the grid promise to provide hardware resources on-demand, something
not only needed in research collaborations but in many digital environments. Other,
also commercial offerings are therefore emerging promising sheer unlimited availability
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of hardware, to take the burden of hardware management off the user, and to raise
robustness while lowering overall costs. For instance with regard to storage, commercial
systems for Information Lifecycle Management align the value of information with the
most appropriate and cost effective IT infrastructure from the time information is
conceived through its final disposition. [154] Storage clouds enable outsourcing of
storage to remote service providers. These offerings go beyond the original vision of the
grid. Foremost, grid environments expose much of their inner wiring to the user,
turning configuration and using grids into expert activities. The pros and cons of these
platforms notwithstanding, the philosophies of virtualizing hardware resources resemble
each other in many ways.
Moving on from virtualizing storage and computational hardware, the grid community
is currently exploring virtualising service components as well. The Next Generation
Grids Expert Group envisions a convergence of grid technologies with semantic
technologies, in which grid services know their capabilities and specialised semantic
services are capable of dynamically matching service capabilities with tasks. [145]
However, early experimentation (e.g. [119]) remains to be deployed in production
systems.
While the community has always been particularly active on computation, services and
workflows [131], much ground remains to be covered with respect to metadata
management and repository-like features. It is symptomatic that the longevity and
semantic annotation of data has not received nearly as much attention as semantic grid
services. This may be changing though, as data-driven science increasingly recognises
the importance of data stewardship, and services like ANDS, Datanet, and others are
emerging.
This lack of attention also reflects in the availability of systems. While there is an
enormous variety of grid middlewares, they are mostly focused on computational
applications or operate on a low hardware level. For example, the Storage Resource
Manager (SRM) [176] standard is capable of mediating between various hardware
platforms, yet does not include any metadata management that goes beyond file
attributes. The only system that displays repository-like features are the Storage
Resource Broker (SRB) [112] and its successor iRODS, the Integrated Rule-Oriented
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Data System [267].
(The following listing maps features in iRODS and the SRM onto the scenarios in
section 1.1, using a rating of (+) – poor coverage, to (+++) – good coverage).
1. On-Demand Storage (+++) – e-Infrastructure activities have distributed and
scalable storage infrastructure as part of their core concepts. Pertinent examples
are SRM and iRODS, which at their core devise storage virtualization and
management. SRM is an interoperability protocol and geared to provide
on-demand storage by integrating partner sites with heterogeneous storage
resources. In iRODS, however, all nodes – or “bricks” in iRODS terminology –
have to run a dedicated iRODS instance and, hence, there is no interoperability
with non-iRODS partners.
2. 1.b Distributed Access (++) – The dedicated Java library ‘Jargon’ [45] allows
client-access to iRODS that may be distributed to the iRODS brick
accommodating a specific file. However, any search for a file or metadata-related
requests are rooted through the central metadata database iCAT [261].
Furthermore, iRODS does not offer any native consistency mechanisms in the
case of file replication or concurrent access. Contrary to that, the Storage
Resource Manger SRM [176] offers virtualisation, data replication and locking
mechanisms that are conducive to ensuring consistency in storage infrastructure.
3. 1.c Repository Reconstruction (+) – There are no mechanisms for
reconstructing an iRODS repository from file storage. The SRM cannot be
considered a repository system in the first place, as it is purely file-oriented and
does not offer basic metadata management like iRODS [250], let alone more
sophisticated object modelling capabilities.
4. 2.a Scientific Analysis (+++) – Computational analysis is a key focus of
e-Infrastructure environments and one of the foundational reasons why the grid
came into existence. However, there still is a curious disconnect between
computational grids and trusted data grids, let alone repository-like systems.
Storage resources in grid environments are typically used for staging files to
computational resources rather than for reliable long-term storage of digital
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objects, [177] though this is slowly changing with the increasing importance of
data-driven science. For example, there is no official gateway between iRODS
(data grid repository) and SRM (data interoperability for computational grids).
[22] In a nutshell, while grid environments are a fertile ground for scientific
analysis, there interoperability and policy issues remain to be overcome.
5. 2.b Task Tracking (+) – While services for monitoring hardware resources
[62, 160] and services [63] are prevalent in e-Infrastructure environments, there
are no prevalent services for monitoring and federating digital objects.
6. 2.c Out-Sourcing Preservation Actions (+) – In principle, computational
grids offer an ideal place for distributing batch preservation tasks such as format
conversion. However it is not yet clear, how a trusted repository could reliably
and in a generic manner interoperate with a grid environment. Initiatives like the
D-Grid project WissGrid have identified this as an unsolved field, [122] yet results
from their research are still pending.

2.1.3 Other Precursors
Even though this thesis was created in the context of academic research and
institutional environments, managing files and their context is a prevalent back-end
activity in diverse communities. This section briefly touches upon some of those fields,
to convey an impression of the breadth of the field and to also show where repositories
found inspiration and experiences to benefit from. As discussed in section 2.2.1, for
example, re-representation services have a predecessor in delivery workflows such as
those to be found in content management systems. Without identifying each individual
tidbit, the following list thus gives a brief overview of further related fields and
technologies. Each item is contrasted against our notion of repositories to further
sharpen this notion. It also underlines how repositories could be – like databases for
relational or semi-structured data – a generic infrastructure technology for file-based
data of relevance to all of those fields.
• Knowledge management enables organisations “to collectively and
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systematically create share and apply knowledge”. [232] Ideally, in a Learning
Organization [278] tacit knowledge is recorded and spread across the organisation
to grow and evolve.
Unlike Knowledge Management Systems, repositories are not linked to project
management, organizational learning and processes within an enterprise, although
they could accommodate all that.
• Data Warehouses collate an organization’s structured data to facilitate
reporting and analysis (potentially across various database sources and their
heterogeneous models). Data Warehouses are often separate from an
organization’s operational systems and geared towards performance. [165, 211]
Unlike Data Warehouses, repositories are at any time more open to possible
ways of processing their collections, yet (because of that) repositories fail to
match (and never will) the high performance offered by data warehouses. On top
of that, data warehouses usually build on structured data in databases, whereas
repositories focus on unstructured data.
(Please note, Data Warehouses are not considered in the following, since they are
a database rather than an file-based technology.)
• Content Management supports processes within an organization and the
management of unstructured information generated as part of these processes;
e.g. Enterprise Content Management [67] supports business processes, Web
Content Management [68] helps maintaining, controlling, changing and
reassembling the content on a web-page.
Unlike Content Management Systems, repositories do not solely focus on the
business context or publishing process of documents (e.g. web pages) but support
all conceivable sorts of application environments. In fact, content management
systems could be built using repository technologies.
• Records Management Systems are intended for the management of electronic
and physical records from creation to their disposal, which provide evidence of an
activity through their content, context and structure. [167]
Like Records Management Systems, repositories have a stake in modelling and
preserving digital information. However, repositories may support other lifecycle
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stages (rather than just tapping into them), and they are more flexible as to the
diversity of information and the type of metadata they allow. [213]
• Digital Libraries manage and provide long-term access to digital collections. In
some broad definitions the field also comprises information retrieval, digital
preservation and various others. [11]
Like Digital Libraries repositories aim to disseminate content and offer it for
re-use. However, digital libraries usually collect existing information from various
sources, whereas repositories may also be concerned with earlier life-cycle stages
and support the re-use and revision of existing information. So while the concepts
do not fully overlap, the field of digital libraries is more comprehensive those of
repositories.
All these fields – despite dissimilar terminologies – share similar ideas when it comes to
repository-like systems. Due to the breadth of all of those communities, there is overlap
between them. For example, e-Learning environments are being built on top of
repositories [272], digital libraries [152, 239], content management systems [196], as well
as custom-made [102, 195], open source [56] and commercial products. Despite their
different backends, all these e-Learning environments follow similar goals and share
similar requirements.
Also there are some indicators that the fields are increasingly overlapping in terms of
technology, although that is difficult to attest globally. To name just some, preservation
features have always been relevant for repositories, as much as they are relevant in
digital libraries or records management systems. The ISO standard for an Open
Archival Information System (OAIS) [111], which establishes a reference model for
preservation systems, is therefore equally relevant for all of them. In another context,
the combination of a content management system (Plone) and a repository (Fedora) has
been tested in the open access e-Journals project DIPP [273]. Last to be mentioned,
there are also ideas for integrating the content management standard JSR 283 [283] into
repositories to enable interoperability between heterogeneous Java-based systems. [20]
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2.1.4 Facets of One Environment
e-Infrastructure and repositories were originally created with disparate goals in mind:
e-Infrastructure initially aimed primarily at creating a computing environment for
collaborative research, whereas repositories were primarily dedicated to capturing
research outputs (cf. table 2.1).
However, the lines between them are blurring, as symbolised by the CERN – a lead
institution in the development of both grid and repository technologies. [168, 192] The
grid community is increasingly aware of the challenges and opportunities in data
management, interoperability and preservation to foster collaboration. [13, 122] Vice
versa, repositories are increasingly present in all stages of object life cycles, facilitating
active collaboration in research, companies and other environments. [65, 136] Moreover,
the positions seem to switch as the repository community discusses with fervour
whether long-term preservation should or should not be part of a repository’s mission.
[48] Preservation has become unpopular due to the perceived barriers it puts on
depositing material, thereby forgetting that preservation is a key value proposition for
institutions and depositors alike that used to be a trigger of the repository movement in
the first place. [233] Ironically, it is – amongst other – the preservation capabilities that
caught the grid community’s interest in repositories. [90]
In addition to the ongoing convergence between the two communities, their concepts
and technologies are complimentary when it comes to tackling the scenarios that
establish an open repository environment. Table 2.2) summarizes the findings of the
discussion above and shows that e-Infrastructure excels on two lines: when it comes to
the storage of digital objects, as well as in task-oriented analysis and processing of the
digital objects. While e-Infrastructure ensures the availability of data and of tools to
work with them, repositories enable re-use and sharing through data management tasks
like modelling and recording the context of a digital object, provenance, version
management and preservation. Repositories therefore link various components and
technologies and are themselves essential components of e-Infrastructure for
collaboration.
Despite these opportunities, interoperability between e-Infrastructure and repositories
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e-Infrastructure

repositories

computing infrastructure

object management and dissemination platform

supports
resources

collaboration, through reuse of data

dissemination, through publication

and high performance computing

of research results

storage and compute (virtualized

meta/data (linked information)

hardware)
time unit
features
user group

immediate, or asap

long-term

high performance, scalable

stable, rich (functions, content)

research community (within a disci-

research community (of an institu-

pline)

tion)

Table 2.1: e-Infrastructure vs. repositories – Originally, these two fields cover distinct objectives, yet
they address a similar user group and that user group is expanding. Due to this overlap
in target community, the fields are starting to converge (cf. section 3.2).

remains an open issue. Some initiatives ventured towards such combining the two fields
[2, 39, 123, 202], yet those activities remained largely tailor-made to a specific
e-Infrastructure and a specific repository system, and they were closed to other agents.
Figure 2.1 aims to capture this convergence and complementarity as it was also
described in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, where institutional repositories used to be rather
monolithic (e.g. OPUS); then they allowed for machine interfaces or a plugin
architecture that facilitate system adaptation and external clients (e.g. Fedora); and
they also progressed with regard to federation of heterogeneous repositories (e.g.
aDORe). The evolutionary graph also indicates that – if the communities fail to agree
on common standards – the storage virtualisation capabilities in e-Infrastructure are
slowly being duplicated by the repositories. If the two fields eventually converge
towards open standards on a storage as well as a federation layer, we may eventually
see combined systems emerge.
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Figure 2.1: Tentative evolutionary tree of systems in the repositories and the e-Infrastructure
communities. While repositories are increasingly decomposing individual functions into
re-usable components, e-Infrastructure is increasingly offering management capabilities
for files and metadata.

e-Infrastructure

repositories

1.a On-Demand Storage

+

+++

1.b Distributed Access

+

++

++

+

2.a Scientific Analysis

+

+++

2.b Task Tracking

+

+

++

+

1.c Repository Reconstruction

2.c Out-Sourcing Preservation Actions

Table 2.2: e-Infrastructure vs. repositories – Coverage of scenarios defined in section 1.1 on a scale
from (+) – poor coverage, to (+++) – good coverage. This table underlines that both
fields are conceptually complimentary, disregarding interoperability issues.
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2.2 A Repository Reference Architecture
This section defines a three-tier repository reference architecture, where each layer rises
in the level of abstraction from file, to object, to application. Novel in comparison to
existing repository architectures are the open interfaces between the layers – the Open
Storage Interface and the Federation Interface –, which allow the combination of
distinct repository components vertically along these layers, but also horizontally by
integrating external agents. The following chapters then focus on these interfaces in
detail – chapter 3 analyses the Open Storage Interface, and chapter 4 analyses the
Federation interface.
Before specifying the layers and the interfaces between the layers, however, the
following sections define our notion of “digital objects” and of an “open environment”,
which are prerequisites to the layer model.

2.2.1 Features of Digital Objects
In the introduction (cf. section 1) we succinctly described digital repositories to be
management systems for digital objects. Turning this perspective around, we can hence
derive the requirements from repositories from the notion of digital objects. This
section therefore reviews and refines the notion of a digital object, and puts them into
perspective with the repository survey as outlined in the previous section.
With some minimal variations in scope and terminology across the various systems and
communities, the following features are the constituents of a digital object.
• files – Digital objects consist of a single or possibly multiple files, either packaged
together into a single container or tightly linked together by reference. This
includes e.g. small XML files as well as 100 megabyte images or even larger
videos. All the reviewed systems also internally stored file-based representations
of the objects, where some systems store the files as they are (DSpace, iRODS,
Tupelo), while others use container formats like METS [238] (Fedora) or
MPEG-DIDL [4] (aDORe) to package (multiple) files and metadata into a single
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Figure 2.2: Object Features – an object provides a map of potentially multiple files, metadata
attached to files and other referable entities, and potentially relations, as well as service
stubs attached to the object. An object may span multiple systems, although the
manageability of the object may then be limited.

logical file. The advantages of file-based storage are mainly simplicity and
stability – even if no other data is available, repository systems can be rebuilt
from the information contained in the files.
• metadata – Object metadata is essential for a variety of aspects including
repository management, retrieval, as well as for conveying the context of the
object for later re-use. Existing repository systems vary in their flexibility of their
metadata approaches from defining a fixed metadata schema (DSpace, aDORe),
to allowing the customization of the metadata schema (iRODS, Fedora, Tupelo).
In the former case, both DSpace and aDORe build on Dublin Core [264] – an
open standard nevertheless a fixed schema with defined meaning. While Dublin
Core may be suitable for many publication environments, it may be insufficient
for many repositories containing research data or other more complex digital
objects. [306]
Customizability of metadata schemas can be on various levels, ranging from the
possibility of adding new metadata fields (iRODS) to supporting sophisticated
modelling capabilities through e.g. semantic technologies based on XML, RDF,
and OWL (Tupelo) [188]. In between those two poles, frameworks for object
modelling (Fedora) [148] allow the definition of templates for digital objects,
which define the structure of an object comprising potentially multiple metadata
and other datastreams.
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• relations – Relations link objects, services, or just anything with a suitable
identifier. References have become almost universal as e.g. underlined by the
Dublin Core Abstract Model [264], and the pertinent activities on defining
“persistent identifiers” that are geared to increase the reliability of references over
time, including the Uniform Resource Identifier URI, the Digital Object Identifier
DOI, the Archival Resource Key ARK [185]. However, to our knowledge only
Fedora and Tupelo use relations as part of their object models and internal
architecture.
Overall, while relations to link internal and external objects and to embed
re-representation services into the repository architecture potentially increase the
flexibility of the system, they are not a core requirement for repositories.
• re-representation services – Re-representation services are services that are
attached to digital objects to convert them on-access into other representations.
One example is a digital object containing a 80 megabyte high-resolution image
file that is converted on-the-fly into a small thumb to be displayed on a gallery
site, or of which only a small defined area is transferred. [114] Since a digital
object may consist of both the master as well as a small thumbnail, it is a
question of the underlying model whether the thumb is created on-the-fly (which
is compute intense) or whether the thumb is stored additionally (which is rather
storage intense), however the user does not recognize the difference. Such
re-representation capabilities work with any data format or object metadata, and
they are offered e.g. by Fedora in its Content Model Architecture (CMA) [148],
and in aDORe where they are called Digital Item Method (DIM) [99]. Apart from
repositories, web content management systems like Cocoon have been offering a
similar mechanism for many years, in which e.g. the web server merely stores an
XML representation of a web resource and the Cocoon publishing workflow
delivers HTML, PDF, or any other format as requested. [265]
• characteristics – To manage digital objects over time, they must be described
with suitable metadata. While other forms of application-oriented metadata can
be opaque, these characteristics must be processable by the repository. There are
various aspects to this, including significant properties for preservation [182],
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rights, and repository handling.
The value of a digital object is one of the characteristics, that define the handling
of the object in the repository. Unique objects or objects that were particularly
expensive in their creation may receive more attention by repository management
than objects that can be recreated at minimal costs. Redundant storage in
geographically distributed places or storing them in particularly trusted data
centers are some of the conceivable measures to ensure retention of an object.
iRODS calls these kind of handling instructions “policies” [282] and suggests the
standardisation of policy metadata. However, storage policies may vary between
repositories: one repository may create six copies of a high-value object on
commodity hardware and check their integrity once in a while, whereas the other
repository may opt for two copies on high-end RAID systems and check them
once every Saturday morning. Therefore, we argue that rather than describing
the policy (“redundant storage, 3 copies”) it is the value that needs to be
described as a distinctive object characteristic. Overall, however, whatever the
actual data fields are, they should be recorded into the object characteristics.
We are not aware of standards for object characteristics, although all repositories
deal with them – implicitly or explicitly. The administrative metadata section in
Dublin Core – an obvious place to look for system-independent metadata – is a
good starting point, yet it is targeted towards web resources that do not need to
be managed. For example, rights for publicly available web resources differ from
the rights typically encountered in repository-based research environments with
private data. Or the field handling in Dublin Core focuses on web harvesting.
As a requirement this means that repositories need to be capable of processing
digital objects for redundant storage, integrity checks, and others. Of those
repositories surveyed iRODS is currently the only one, which offers an extensible
framework for implementing such low-level processing. It remains unclear whether
the repository community will agree on a shared understanding of object
characteristics, or whether this remains to be dealt with on an individual level. It
is mentioned here as an open challenge for its organizational implications on open
repository environments.
These features of digital objects as listed above can be identified in repository systems,
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however not all today’s repositories serve all these features. While there is a general
consensus that repositories manage files and their metadata, not even that is a given as
some repositories (Fedora, aDORe) allow objects without files or with only a reference
to an externally managed file. However, even though these characteristics are not
minimum requirements for repositories, they give a good idea of the overall capabilities
repositories are likely to serve.
Ideally, a digital object has all these elements stored in its body rather than dispersing
them to various locations (e.g. to file storage, metadata database, reference system,
etc). Such self-contained objects are building blocks of robust, distributed
architectures, where the objects are always the primary reference, rather than having
pieces spread to an intricate network of services creating a puzzle that only a
specialised higher-level service is in place to resolve. This is particularly of interest for
initiatives with a long-term view, since even highly reliable systems are likely to fail or
need to be exchanged against novel technologies when planning for a time frame of
decades. [242, 317] Self-contained objects potentially facilitate a migration between
different repository platforms.

2.2.2 Attributes of Open Environments
A key objective of this thesis is establishing a repository environment that is “open”,
meaning accessible and extensible for distributed agents (e.g. repository systems,
registries, visualisation tools) in a decentralized manner. This section looks more
closely at the attributes of “open environments”. Eventually, the reference architecture
for digital repositories must enable the implementation of those attributes.
Tharam Dillon et al. identify the following three features as general architectural
design principles for open environments: loosely-coupled, simple, and decentralised (cf.
the “Evolutionary CUBE”, [134]). Frank Buschmann et al. support this with two
similar attributes for quality interfaces (with respect to Interface Partitioning):
“expressiveness and simplicity”, as well as “loose coupling and stability”. [106]
1. loosely-coupled – “The core principle behind loose coupling is to reduce the
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assumptions two parties (components, applications, services, programs, users)
make about each other when they exchange information.” (cf. [191], page 10)
Reduction of assumptions comes in many interrelated facets ([260] identified 12
such facets). When optimising along these facets and thus raising the degree of
loose-coupling, systems become more extensible and have the potential to grow
and scale rapidly – characteristics displayed e.g. by the RESTful architectural
style. [151]
2. simple – Simplicity manifests in a focused set of capabilities and stripped-down
interfaces. This may be achieved e.g. by pruning complexity, by taking
assumptions between the two parties (which works against the previous point on
loose-coupling), or by decomposing complexity into simple modules moving
complexity from a single service to the overall system.
3. decentralised – Both, loose-coupling and simplicity further the independence of
individual components, avoid lock-in into a specific component and enable the
components to evolve independent from each other. This applies for interaction
between specific components in a designed system, and it equally applies for
external components. It is the link between internal and external components
that is changing as repositories embed external infrastructure and added-value
services. Vice versa, an open (i.e. loosely-coupled, simple, and decentralised)
design allows repository-based applications and other components to interact with
an existing system, thus enabling its anarchic growth. Following the mantra of
the Common Repositories Interface Group (CRIG) [47]: “The coolest thing to do
with your data [and services] will be thought of by someone else.”
These three values are the basis for moving from a single integrated repository system
to a larger, open repository environment, since they facilitate the interaction of
multiple, decentralised agents (repositories, added-value services, repository-based
applications, etc.). However, the attributes are guiding principles rather than “absolute”
prerequisites. For example, even the REST architectural style – which is considered to
foster loose-coupling [231] – fails on some points in being loosely-coupled. [260]
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2.2.3 Layers of the Repository Architecture
This section describes the repository reference architecture. This architecture
represents a common denominator with regard to the functionalities provided by
existing approaches, and identifies the interoperability channels of the Open Storage
and Federation Interfaces. The following chapters build on this architecture and
analyse the interoperability interfaces in detail. As we will argue, this interoperability
architecture is capable of resolving the scenarios presented in section 1.1, and
establishes an Open Repository Environment.
The repository layers and their tasks introduced in the following are designed to be a
generic reference and common denominator between disparate repository systems.
Likewise, the architecture at hand is not designed to prescribe the “right” repository
architecture, and individual systems will have their own ways of looking at repository
architecture. To put it differently, we are not designing a new repository but aim to
better connect existing ones.
The architecture was derived from a comprehensive survey of existing technologies
summarised in section 2.1, as well as discussions in the repository [85, 90], the digital
library [89], as well as the grid community [90].
Among various approaches to software architecture in distributed environments [106], a
layered architecture, which clusters key architectural concerns and capabilities into
layers and defines interaction protocols between layers, is well suited for ensuring
separation of concerns and it allows individual layers to evolve separately. At the same
time both the service-orientation paradigm [16] of grid and environments (“Everything
is a service”, [161]) as well as resource-oriented architectures [151, 274] of web
environments are compatible with a layered architecture. Practitioners underline the
robustness, scalability, and flexibility of such a combination. [5, 303] Most of all, this
approach allows the combination in separate layers of approaches from e-Infrastructure
and the repository community where they excel most: virtualization of storage
infrastructure and virtualization of information resources respectively.
Based on these considerations, the repository reference architecture (cf. figure 2.3)
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consists of three layers: virtualized storage at the bottom, upon which a layer for
digital object management mediates to end-user applications. Note that none of the
layers is called “repository”, since the repository really is distributed across the layers.
Each layer adds another level of abstraction to the content named as physical, logical,
and conceptual, which is inspired by Thibodeau [304] and is reflected in the Federation
interface as well (cf. section 4.2).
The interfaces between the layers are more than merely conceptual borders of an
architectural concept. It is these interfaces that enable mixing various repository
components and external services in a decentralized manner to form a single repository
environment. This means that an infrastructure for repository storage could serve
multiple object management layers or vice versa, and equally any external service or
end-user oriented application could build on one or many infrastructures and object
management layers. This is essentially the kinds of scenarios presented in section 1.1.

Figure 2.3: Schematic Repository Reference Architecture consisting of 3 layers (file, object, and
application in rising abstraction), as well as two interfaces between the layers – the
Open Storage and the Federation interfaces, which are the key interoperability channels
of Open Repository Environments.

Layer 1: File
The bottom-most layer provides a trusted infrastructure for storing digital objects
serialised into files over time.
In addition to the technical interface, a contract with storage infrastructure is
characterised by service level agreements that address features like reliability,
scalability, and availability. Redundant storage of the data and regular integrity checks
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are essential for ensuring the stability of the data (i.e. “bit preservation”), and
redundant storage on different types of storage media may also impact on access times.
To support this, digital objects may be annotated in their object characteristics with
information about their value or usage patterns. These metadata help infrastructure
decide about e.g. the level of redundancy to ensure file integrity, whether files need to
be available for fast online access in hierarchical file management, and other potential
aspects of lifecycle management [154]. Eventually data needs to be recoverable and
exported in case of disaster, decommissioning of the infrastructure, or whenever the
infrastructure provider needs to be changed.
An aspect that may be supported by infrastructure is integrity of data operations.
However, inspiration by ACID-compliance in database systems may be infeasible.
ACID is an acronym for four properties – Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability
– that transactions in database systems need to display, to ensure integrity even in the
face of multiple parallel database accesses and even in the face of failure of some of
these transactions. [315] To achieve these properties, database systems provide locks on
information and logging that enables roll-back in the case of failure. All this is
infeasible in repository environments, where documents could be open for editing by an
author for a whole day, or the infrastructure may distribute pieces of a video over
various locations to enhance scalability. Eventually, consistency mechanisms need to be
tailored to the specific context. In a text-based environment it may be sufficient to
inform whenever another user is editing the same document or provide mechanisms to
merge distinct versions. However, infrastructure may provide mechanisms to log
parallel accesses (with time-outs) or to even temporarily lock specific files for write or
read operations (cf. locking and pinning in SRM [176]).
While storage infrastructures like data grids or clouds strive to be as generic as possible
to serve just any kind of data, the technical setup of the infrastructure may entail
specific reactions on an application level. For example, storage may be only writable
once or may be very slow on re-write, may be geared towards files of a minimum size,
or the like. These storage constraints need to be dealt with on a higher layer.
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Open Repository Interface: Storage
The Open Storage Interface enables access to stored digital objects in a
storage-independent and management-neutral manner. It offers a CRUD interface for
creating, reading, updating and deleting object serialisations, yet does not go far
beyond that level in terms of functionalities, in order to remain generic and scalable.
Chapter 3 analyses the Open Repository Interface in detail, and shows its capability of
resolving the storage scenarios presented in section 1.1.1.
Logical file management can be organised along various lines and existing repositories
differ considerably in that. Aspects of logical file management include (1) storing the
files in a hierarchical directory structure, (2) encapsulating the files together with the
object’s metadata in an XML container (e.g. Fedora uses FoXML/METS, aDORe uses
MPEG-21 DIDL), or (3) binding various files together in a single package for
immutable mass storage (e.g. aDORe uses the ARC file format). These idiosyncrasies
are detrimental to openness, as only a specific repository software is capable of
interpreting the files in the storage infrastructure. Also it affects negatively the
scalability of the overall system, since any access needs to go through the repository
software, even if software infrastructure is distributed.
The Open Storage Interface aims to provide a generic interface to digital objects for
CRUD operations on a storage-level. CRUD operations are the minimal set of
operations required for handling objects, both internally or by an external agent
[262, 325] A suitable standard format to expose digital objects is e.g. OAI-ORE.
OAI-ORE has been conceived as a lingua franca for object representation and is
suitable as an open storage format even though originally conceived for federation-level
activities. Also its Atom representation is conducive for enabling some of the patterns
discussed in chapter 4.
In addition to the object interface, the open storage interface may provide some
Federation interfaces to facilitate low-level virtualisation of repository contents. This
includes e.g. a list of all the collections and objects contained in a storage vault, to
facilitate harvesting and reconstruction of repository contents; as well as an event
mechanism that exposes OAI-ORE-based Atom-feeds on CRUD events (Hybrid
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Notification). Chapter 4 discusses these and other Federation mechanisms.

Layer 2: Object
The object layer manages the digital objects from one or more storages, and is capable
of handling object workflows adequately: e.g. ingesting, updating and versioning, and
(re-)packaging digital objects.
One of the key tasks of the object layer lies in binding the various aspects of digital
objects together (i.e. metadata, files, relations, characteristics), ensure their
consistency, and to enable the user to retrieve and process objects. This may entail
that e.g. metadata and relations are indexed in specialised databases, which provide
efficient access and additional functionalities such as filtering for metadata elements.
However, the object remains self-contained and holds all the relevant information
adequately linked within file storage; any index data is a copy and the object layer
ensures its consistency in the case of updates.
Ideally the object layer is in the place to redirect many of its tasks to (external)
services rather than passing requests up and down the layers. For example, reading files
from storage could be redirected directly to the Open Storage Interface, potentially to
an off-site data center. Re-representation behaviours could be triggered by the object
layer, yet conducted externally at the server hosting the re-representation service. This
measure not only distributes the tasks of the object layer, thereby fostering scalability,
also many such services could be re-used by various repositories or other agents.

Open Repository Interface: Federation
Federation mechanisms lie in between the object and the application layers. The
Federation Interface actually is a cluster of mechanisms to achieve interoperability
between diverse agents in an open repository environment. These mechanisms are
capable of interweaving multiple repositories, respectively of enabling interaction
between repositories and other agents.
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Digital objects are often of interest in multiple contexts: publications may be
disseminated through institutional as well as thematic repositories; research data may
be created in a specific project and later re-used in another, maybe inter-disciplinary or
inter-institutional project; and many other such situations are conceivable.
A more detailed discussion in chapter 4 analyses Federation and develops novel
federation mechanisms. In this section, we list three federation activities to give an idea
of the kinds of environments enabled by federation.
• The most prevalent use case for federation as yet is search across multiple
repositories. Today many universities have their own institutional repositories.
Initiatives like Dare [290] and Driver [149] establish central portals to search for
publications on a national respectively European level. Other than the
federations of research publications in Dare and Driver, the Europeana [21]
initiative addresses research data and aims to pool all digitisations of cultural
material in Europe.
• SDMX, the Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange, [125] is “an initiative to
foster standards for the exchange of statistical information”, sponsored amongst
other by national statistical offices, the World Bank, and the United Nations.
Amongst the challenges for SDMX is the requirement to accommodate partners
in remote areas (e.g. Africa), and to ensure that any updates even in remote
countries are immediately propagated throughout the whole federation of global
partners. To enable interoperability, SDMX includes metadata schemas as well as
guidelines for web services [124] to interconnect statistical databases around the
world.
• The project TIPR, Towards Interoperable Preservation Repositories, federates
preservation repositories including three university repositories based on
heterogenous software platforms. As part of this federation, digital objects are
replicated and distributed to the dispersed repositories. TIPR’s goal is to ensure
the longevity of the digital object. [108]
An analysis framework in chapter 4 distinguishes three levels of interoperability that
need to be covered for both the object to be exchanged between two distinct agents as
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well as the overall information system that accommodates the interaction (cf. figure
4.1). In addition to this federation framework, the chapters 4 and 5 show the
capabilities of Federation techniques to resolve the federation scenarios presented in
section 1.1.5.
Other than in the case of the Open Storage Interface, there are various attempts for
federating repositories on an object level. However, as the scenarios (cf. section 1.1)
underline, current approaches are fragmented and often insufficient for contexts other
than open access publication repositories. While there will never be a single, final
solution to repository federation, we discuss an extended federation model in chapter 4.
At this point we would only like to mention the two orthogonal types of federation and
two prototypical and popular federation protocols.
Federated content – Combining multiple repositories in a single application increases
both the exposure of the objects as well as the value of the application. Therefore,
federation protocols have been created independently in various communities, including
the following. Apart from protocols, metadata sets like Dublin Core [264],
encapsulation formats like METS [238], schemas like PREMIS [17] or other standards
are of relevance when federating repositories. The relation between protocols, formats,
and others is discussed in chapter 4.
• Z39.50 [200] for querying library catalogues has been developed in 1988, and
became a NISO standard in 1992. The protocol was widely spread and still is. Its
successor SRU/W [132] better suits the current web environment, and it is
embedded in ongoing work for extending search/retrieve interfaces.
• The Protocol for Metadata Harvesting, OAI-PMH, [198] was first released in 2001
to connect disparate library catalogues. Spurred by the open access movement [3]
it quickly became a de facto standard. In September 2009, OAIster, a “union
catalog” for digital resources [50], cross-referenced more than 1100 repositories by
way of the OAI-PMH protocol and their more than 23 million digital resources.
Apart from harvesting publications, OAI-PMH has been employed in other
contexts as well ([113, 235, 276]).
•
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Multiple applications – Embedding objects in multiple applications environments –
the orthogonal federation mechanism to embedding objects from multiple repositories
in a single application – has not found as much attention as its counterpart. Many
repositories today offer interfaces or programming libraries to build custom applications
on top of the repository infrastructure. However, there are as yet no standards that
would enable an application to move from one repository platform to another. It may
be argued to which extent that is useful and there will likely always be custom
interfaces, yet some aspects may be covered by standards to ensure portability where
needed.
The newly issued OAI-ORE standard covers one aspect of this: object representation.
OAI-ORE is a format specification for serialising digital objects expressed in
RDF-based Resource Maps. Version 1.0 of OAI-ORE has been released in October
2008. Being the cousin of OAI-PMH, OAI-ORE has much attention guaranteed. Some
of the future use cases it mentions include "applications that support authoring,
deposit, exchange, visualization, reuse, and preservation." [222]

Layer 3: Application
Applications can build on all aspects of a digital object, alone or in combination: its
metadata, files, as well as its relations and re-representation services. This section only
briefly underlines the versatility of the conceivable applications in a repository
environment, since essentially the Federation interface has to provide the adequate
techniques and sockets for this. This is reflected by the outline in the previous section,
and is further analysed in chapter 4.
Applications can be as diverse as an image archive; an office platform for collaborative
editing; or a teaching environment. Ideally a user does not recognise on what kind of
information infrastructure an application is built, be it a single repository, multiple
repositories, or other agents. Actual scenarios of federated applications are presented in
section 1.1.5.
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Figure 2.4: Repository interfaces: analysing pros and cons for each interoperability scenario (Open Storage = file/object layer left;
Federation = object/application layer right), as well as combined in an open repository environment (on top)
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2.3 Discussion
This chapter has looked at precursor systems and related fields to digital repositories.
Section 2.1.3 mentions a broad range of systems related to repositories in one way or
another. Repositories have never been subsumed in a single coherent field with a sharp
profile, and there are no indications that this will happen (in the near future).
However, the ongoing convergence between repository systems and e-Infrastructure
defines this thesis.
The repository reference architecture presented here aims to establish interoperability
channels between existing repository systems as well as other agents, with regard to all
features of digital objects including files, metadata, relations, and characteristics. The
architecture does not attempt to define individual system components or any more
fine-grained functionalities in order to remain generic. As a common denominator, it
identifies two interoperability channels: the Open Storage Interface as well as the
Federation interface. These two are the glue for the three-layer repository reference
architecture, and as we argue in the upcoming chapters, these two layers are the
fundamental building blocks of Open Repository Environments.
This architecture is the basis for the analysis and experimentation presented in the
following chapters. Chapters 3 and 4 look at the Open Storage Interface as well as the
Federation interface respectively. The TextGrid project described in chapter 5
implemented these concepts, and embedded them into an organizational and social
context. Furthermore, these chapters also describe how the scenarios presented in
section 1.1 are implemented by way of the Open Storage and Federation interfaces,
thereby illustrating the rol of the repository reference architecture presented in this
chapter as a blueprint for Open Repository Environments.
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S3-like: A Model for an Open
Repository Storage Interface

This chapter analyses the open storage interface of the repository reference architecture
as defined in section 2.2 above, thereby vindicating it. In a series of experiments also
discussed in [88] it analyses differing technical approaches regarding their capacity for
implementing the attributes for “open environments” defined in section 2.2.2:
loosely-coupled, simple, and decentralised.
The experiments were not defined by the specification of the open storage interface (cf.
section 2.2.3), although the findings of this chapter resonate with that specification
thereby further supporting the reference architecture. The analyses in this chapter also
refine the conceptual specification of an open storage interface with a more technical
analysis and hence guidance for implementation.
The series of experiments described in the following tests the integration of the
prevalent repository software packages DSpace and Fedora with storage virtualisation
employing the grid software packages Cleversafe [33], iRODS [267], as well as a RESTful
abstraction [151, 274] upon the Storage Resource Manager SRM [176] grid standard.
Each of the storage virtualisation mechanisms employed works on a slightly different
level. The analysis framework employed in this chapter is illustrated in figure 3.1. It
combines the functional capabilities from the software packages Fedora, DSpace,
iRODS, and Cleversafe, which were identified in section 2.1 as representatives from the
repository and e-Infrastructure fields respectively: the application-orientation in
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Figure 3.1: Layer model of the shared functional components of repositories and storage
infrastructure, as a framework for the analysis of the open storage interface. The
illustration follows the model of figure 1.2.

DSpace [281], Fedora’s approach to embedding scientific workflows [130] and object
modelling [148], the administrative ‘microservices’ in iRODS [267], as well as storage
virtualisation in both iRODS and Cleversafe [33].
Like Brad Wheeler in figure 1.2 we ask where to draw the line between shared
infrastructure and higher-level applications or, as in this case, dedicated repository
services. Each experiment varies as to where infrastructure and repository services
interface, including (a) the minimum level of a storage infrastructure mounted as a
virtual file system (cf. the Cleversafe experiment, section 3.1); (b) a high-level solution
that includes administrative services, and to some extent also metadata management
and higher-level services (cf. the iRODS experiment, section 3.2); as well as (c) a novel
approach that remains between those two former experiments (cf. the S3-like
experiment, section 3.3).
The analysis finds that in order to fulfil the attributes ‘loosely-coupled’, ‘simple’, and
‘decentralised’ (cf. section 2.2.2), integration needs to be on an intermediate level – not
merely a virtual file system, yet neither a monolithic block that includes all the
functional components. In the following, along with the analysis of each of the
approaches an icon of figure 3.1 indicates the level at which the experiment puts the
infrastructure line. We also discuss how an open storage interface relates to other
existing mechanisms such as WebDAV [171] or commercial cloud offerings including
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Amazon S3.
Please note: the RESTful abstraction is inspired by the interface of the Amazon S3
storage cloud service [1]. Amazon in its 2009 license agreement explicitly disallows
re-engineering of the S3 API. “You may not, and may not attempt to, reverse engineer,
disassemble, or decompile the Amazon Properties or the Services or [...]” (Amazon Web
Services Customer Agreement, May 20, 2009). The experiment described here was
conducted earlier, with a license agreement in place that did not have this paragraph.
However, our future work will not build on the Amazon API, but may build on one of
the emerging cloud standards [51, 64, 286].

3.1 Cleversafe: Low-Level, Transparent Storage
This section describes an experiment, in which a Fedora repository is installed upon a
Cleversafe data grid. Distributed over 5 nodes, Cleversafe is mounted as a virtual file
system, thereby offering a low-level interface with minimum exposure. Since the
repository does not detect a difference whether the storage is local or remote, it can be
installed without any adaptation. However, the section concludes that while very
simple from a system administrator’s point of view, the approach fails with regards to
the attributes ‘loosely-coupled ’ and ‘decentralised ’, and it consequently is insufficient for
an open storage interface.
Cleversafe dubs itself a ‘dispersed storage’ network, which was available in version 1.1
at the time of writing (April 2009). Cleversafe is open source software developed by a
company as their key product. At the basis of the Cleversafe software is an algorithm,
which chunks data into pieces, spreads them over distributed data nodes, and performs
error correction for fault tolerance (a Reed-Solomon Code). This algorithm displays
stability in the face of failing nodes, good read performance from redundant nodes, and
increased security as single nodes only merely accommodate encrypted data chunks (cf.
[287]). A Cleversafe storage ’vault’ can be mounted via iSCSI [241] and hence works as
a virtual file system.
We used an early version of Cleversafe (Version 0.7.8, November 2007) and installed six
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virtual CentOS 5 nodes for the storage network. This purely experimental setup, in
addition to the fact that we used an early version of the software resulted in rather slow
access rates – hence, performance is no criterion in this experiment. Cleversafe was
used to store the digital objects of a Fedora 2.2 repository, running on Ubuntu Linux.
No adaptation of the Fedora repository was necessary for this.
Regarding the functionalities defined in figure 1.2, Cleversafe offers virtualised
storage in that it promises to scale to any storage size and it enables distributed
storage management. However, a single Cleversafe network can only be shared
read-only, since multiple iSCSI initiators writing data at the same time could
compromise data consistency. Hence, a read-only journaling configuration with
fail-over can be installed easily, yet it is impossible to provide multiple read/write
interfaces to enable distributed ingest on an infrastructure level. In other words, a
specific repository installation is tied to a specific Cleversafe deployment.
Cleversafe fails to offer any functionalities above virtual storage, such as administrative
workflows or metadata management. At the same time, since a specific repository and
a specific Cleversafe installation are coupled together, these functionalities must be
offered by the repository software. Due to the distribution algorithm and the
subsequent dispersing of the files in small pieces, it is not possible to adapt Cleversafe
accordingly.
Overall, this approach offers a storage interface that is tightly coupled and is just above
the virtual storage without administrative or any higher level functionalities.
Consequently, it deviates from the reference architecture in various ways: it neither
satisfies the attributes to be ‘loosely-coupled ’ and ‘decentralised ’ (cf. section 2.2.2), nor
does it fulfil the functionalities specified by the open storage interface (cf. section 2.2.3).

3.2 iRODS: High-Level Storage Infrastructure
iRODS combines in a single, integrated architecture functionalities of a data grid, a
repository, as well as various user application environments such as a web client. This
section demonstrates the various levels, on which repositories such as DSpace and
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Fedora could interact with iRODS. In order to obtain the scalability of e-Infrastructure
(iRODS) and on top the versatility of repositories with regards to semantic modelling
and user applications (DSpace, Fedora), we identify a level as suitable that is just
above storage and administrative infrastructure tasks. However, all levels analysed fail
to enable multiple, decentralised agents to interact with minimum integration effort and
without causing potential inconsistencies between the heterogeneous systems involved.
Where Cleversafe focuses on a single functionality, storage distribution and
virtualisation, iRODS is functionality-wise clearly at the other end of the spectrum.
iRODS goes beyond the functionalities offered by storage virtualisation in a data grid.
[266, 313] So-called rules for triggering microservices allow comprehensive adaptation of
administrative workflows and hence of tailoring the data grid to the respective
requirements. In addition to low-level data grid and administrative functionalities,
iRODS offers specialised graphical applications such as an AJAX-based web interface.
As such the iRODS data grid aims to offer the whole continuum of repository
functionality, from low-level data management to the user interface.
Despite this broad spectrum of activities, iRODS has not yet comprehensively
addressed typical repository processes such as ingest procedures for authors, more
sophisticated object modelling capabilities, or embedding in scientific workflows and
other repository-based applications. For example, the DSpace repository offers a
comprehensive user community model that has not even a rudimentary equivalent in
iRODS, and Fedora offers more advanced metadata and content modelling mechanisms.
Several projects are hence looking into combining iRODS with higher-level repositories
such as DSpace or Fedora. [96]
Various approaches on how to connect iRODS as an infrastructure with repositories on
a higher level are conceivable [88, 91, 326]). The following paragraphs describe these
approaches, whereby the wrapped images are icons of the functionality levels defined in
figure 1.2:
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1. iRODS objects as external datastreams – some repositories
including Fedora are capable of managing the metadata of digital objects
that are outside of their stores. While this allows for referencing objects
stored in an external iRODS data grid, the repository has no means for
managing the object (audit trails, versioning, etc).
– Therefore, iRODS fulfils the requirement of scalable, distributed storage.
However, administrative control and object management capabilities are lost, and
the coordination between iRODS and the repository requires additional overhead.
2. using iRODS as a repository storage module – instead of storing
data locally on the repository server, iRODS is plugged into the repository
as a storage component. The Jargon Java API [45] for iRODS is used
for directly implementing the storage handler into the repository. DSpace
offers support for this approach as part of its general release. Furthermore,
in a joint effort the DSpace and Fedora teams aim to develop a generic storage
handler with a plug-in mechanism [12] to accommodate iRODS and just any
other storage handler.
– Therefore, despite the fact, that this form of integration is configurable for
out-of-the-box DSpace and Fedora repositories, it fails to use iRODS rule
management and its administrative control flow. Essentially, iRODS is used as a
virtual file layer with the same caveats as displayed by the Cleversafe experiment
(cf. section3.1).
3. iRODS microservice and rule support – one step further from
a simple virtual storage, iRODS could define rules for parsing a newly
deposited object on ingest, extract the metadata into its ICAT database,
and hence activate its low-level rule support. This does not demand any
adaptations in either iRODS or the repository, yet demands a higher level
of coordination between them, since metadata management is partly redundant
and must be synchronized. Behaviours on the iRODS- and the repository-level
must not interfere with each other.
– Therefore, this integration approach certainly makes the best use of what
functionality is readily available in both iRODS and the repository. The
redundancy necessitates a level of coordination between the two systems that may
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not be feasible in all usage scenarios, e.g. scenarios where objects change
frequently. Before this approach can be implemented, the minimum metadata
that needs to be duplicated must be identified.
4. integrating iRODS into the repository landscape – since iRODS is
offering the complete stack of repository functionality up to user interfaces,
iRODS could fully integrate into the repository standards landscape and
connect with other repositories using federation standards (cf. section 4.2).
– However, iRODS is not currently offering standards-based interfaces. Even if
standards-based interfaces for iRODS were on the horizon, shifting the
infrastructure/repository line up to the application level may have negative
implications on the scalability and consistency of the repository storage
infrastructure.
These four approaches exemplify integration levels of iRODS-based infrastructure and
repositories. Please note the dramatic difference between the first and the last pattern
with regard to openness, with the last clearly being the most open approach. However,
as the evaluations beneath each approach indicate, the approaches 2 and 3 are the most
feasible ones. Which of them to choose depends on the complexity of the usage context:
is it sufficient to revert iRODS to a virtual file system (approach 2), or are
administrative functionalities needed to e.g. enable data replication or preservation
functions [316] (approach 3).
Both, approach 2 and 3 build on a client/server communication between the repository
and the infrastructure using the Jargon library [45]. However, the iRODS interfaces are
largely undocumented (though the code is available) and the Jargon library ties them
into a Java-based software environment. Even if somebody would re-engineer the
interface to iRODS to enable diverse repositories or other agents to plug into an iRODS
infrastructure, the file and metadata management in iRODS cannot be tapped such
that diverse agents can work on the same objects in a decentralised manner. While
ways to adapt the iRODS interface accordingly are conceivable, previous attempts to
establish gateways between iRODS and other systems have lacked support from the
iRODS developers [22]. In other words, currently existing interfaces to iRODS are
neither sufficiently loosely-coupled and decentralised, nor are they organisationally
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open. For these reasons iRODS/Jargon fails to fulfil the requirements put forth for
open repository storage.
Apart from this it should be noted, that systems stemming from the e-Infrastructure
(iRODS) and the repository communities (e.g. DSpace, Fedora) are starting to overlap
functionality-wise. Overlapping technologies are not problematic as such. However, the
two communities lack common concepts and standards, thus failing with regard to
systems interoperability and also duplicating efforts.

3.3 S3-like: A RESTful Intermediary for Open Storage
The previous experiments have failed to satisfy the requirements for open storage with
regard to loosely-coupling and their support for decentralisation. This section develops
such an interface based on the model of cloud storage, specifically Amazon S3. The
interface abstracts from the implementation of the storage infrastructure: e.g. local
storage, SAN storage of a data center, or a distributed data grid. In the actual
experiment, we use the SRM grid middleware as storage infrastructure, abstract it
through a cloud-like interface that is inspired by Amazon S3, and deploy the DSpace
repository software on it.
This section also shows that open repository storage differs from generic storage
infrastructure (e.g. WebDAV, Amazon S3) in its support for file and metadata
management that is specific to repository environments.

3.3.1 A concept for SRM-based repository storage
The Storage Resource Manager (SRM) [176] stems from the high energy physics
community where it serves as one of the grid middleware components to distribute the
massive data influx from experiments such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
CERN [30]. SRM is a grid standard in development, and already employed in huge
systems (e.g. SRM/dCache [143], SRM/Castor [110]). As a standard protocol for
initiating transfers between storage resources, the SRM is capable of mediating between
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storage components of various types, transfer protocols, and other grid components. To
sustain the large amounts of data from experiments in high-energy physics, SRM is
geared towards performance and works on a block level, providing low-level handles on
files and storage space. Specialized functionalities include pinning of files (i.e.
reservation for a defined time), storage space reservation, and others.
We first evaluated whether SRM could be plugged into a repository as a storage
handler, similar to how iRODS can be plugged into DSpace (cf. previous section).
However, this turned out to be impractical due to the tight link between the SRM and
the overall grid environment. This coupling between SRM and its environment shows in
several ways. Since SRM is not a transfer protocol itself but a mediator, transfer
protocols such as GridFTP, DCache, or others are required as well. When operating in
a grid environment, the user needs a grid certificate as well as suitable authentication
mechanisms based on the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) [159] to authenticate.
Hence the certificate as well as security-related protocols have to be available at the
client. The officially supported client library called GFAL – Grid File Access
Library [44] – is based on C and Python, and the package ‘lcg_utils’ provides
convenient command-line tools. However, it expects software packages from the grid
distribution gLite [223], which is ultimately best installed on a Scientific Linux
operating system [23].
As an interface between a grid node (SRM) and the web-based repository (DSpace), we
looked for a more lightweight interface that is capable of translating between the two
worlds. Usage patterns for repository-based applications clearly differ from those
needed in scientific infrastructure. Repository-based systems are often targeted at
non-expert users and tie into their common usage environment – currently the web.
Performance requirements are absolutely central in the latter, whereas web-based tools
may compromise on some of the tuning parameters for the benefit of simplification and
efficient communication over heterogeneous systems.
Existing cloud services are a premier model for translating between storage
infrastructure and web applications. Cloud services often – like in the case of
Amazon [25] – offer both, REST- [151, 274] and SOAP-based interfaces [175]. Despite
their simplicity – or rather, because of their simplicity, REST-based protocols often
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satisfy the needs of web applications. We are therefore looking for a RESTful interface
inspired by cloud services, which is capable of translating between storage
infrastructure and repositories.
So why not use a cloud service like the commercial Amazon S3 from the outset? Using
a commercial cloud service is an option, of course. Yet, most of the research data we
are holding is unique and valuable. While Amazon promises multiple copies of each file
and an uptime of more than 99 percent, we do not know whether Amazon will still be
there and offer on-demand storage in 20 years. To overcome this, e.g. the DuraSpace
project [117] or the EPrints storage layer [294] aim for replicating data between
multiple clouds and other storage providers thereby spreading the risk. For those
institutions with substantial storage resources available locally or within their national
computing infrastructure, however, creating their own storage cloud may be more
feasible. The additional control over the infrastructure, both organizationally and
technologically, is conducive to long-term costs, trustworthiness, and opens up the
opportunity for adding other functionalities into the infrastructure.

3.3.2 Implementing a storage cloud based on the SRM grid protocol
This section describes the implementation of ‘S3-like’ cloud interface, which establishes
the link between the repository and its storage infrastructure. The hardware and
operating systems of those two components are completely separate, communicating via
HTTP.
As a proof-of-concept, we decided to re-engineer the REST API of the Amazon
S3 storage service [1] as an interface between the grid and the repository.
Our experimental implementation of the S3 interface uses Python WSGI
(Web Server Gateway Interface) [139]. Existing S3 libraries like Jets3t [46] and
respective tools can be re-rooted from the Amazon cloud to our re-engineered
interface. This includes e.g. the DSpace repository, for which a storage handler
implemented upon the Jets3t library has been developed [36].
The S3-like service can be launched on any WSGI-enabled web server, and was tested
on the CherryPy [31] standalone server for development as well as the Apache web
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server for deployment. S3-like was designed with a plug-able storage interface. Once
the local service was created and tested, we embarked on plugging in the SRM grid
protocol as well.
The SRM storage module for S3-like employs the lcg_utils package. Therefore the
S3-like experimentation server has the grid middleware gLite installed for certificate
management and all the components required by lcg-utils, in addition to the
WSGI-enabled web server. It is physically located in Goettingen, Germany, while the
data is transferred via SRM to test servers in D-Grid [249] or See-Grid [57] project. [88]
While the implementation of S3-like is fairly stable and flexible, the SRM storage
plugin is merely experimental. Nevertheless, the experiences gained from this
experiment were promising. File transfer through the S3-like interface onto an SRM
site works, however some S3 features have been disabled, optimisation is still
outstanding, and the translation of the security mechanisms – the simple keys in S3
and the asymmetric public key infrastructure in the grid environment (Grid Security
Infrastructure, GSI) – remains to be resolved. These deficiencies, however, do not
reduce the following positive lessons learnt.
First of all, we were doubtful whether SRM accommodates the specific requirements of
repositories. SRM generally deals with large, immutable files. Small files, on the other
hand, may lead to an inefficient use of data grid capabilities. [318] To be able to
translate between the typical repository content being numerous, small, mutable files
typical for repositories and the huge, immutable files expected by SRM, we considered
adopting a storage concept like it is used in the aDORe repository. The aDORe
repository collates a number of objects into a container and stores the whole batch in
permanent storage. The container format is a combination of XMLtape and the ARC
format. [309]
While the aDORe-approach is conceivable, it turned out not to be necessary, since the
SRM – apart from the initial communication overhead – proved to be sufficiently
efficient in serving the repository. In fact, measurements on the test server showed
comparable results between SRM, S3-like and Amazon S3. Optimisations are of course
conceivable for a production environment. This includes the aDORE-approach, as well
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Figure 3.2: Performance of 100MB GETs from S3 for concurrent threads from EC2 servers usma1
and usma2 respectively. [170]

as optimising the communication within SRM. However, that was out of scope for this
proof-of-concept-
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Figure 3.3: Performance of the Amazon S3 service when downloading a 65 KByte file every 30 seconds from the US and EU
locations. Taken from CloudClimate, June 7, 2009.
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Also in production environments, measurements indicate similar performance
characteristics of SRM and Amazon’s S3, with a small edge for SRM. For internal data
transfer, EC2 indicates a maximum bandwidth of 250 Mbit/s (30 MByte/s, cf. figure
3.2 with measurements between Amazon S3 and EC2 clusters). For SRM the expected
data rate between Tier 1 and Tier 2 centres should sustain 300 Mbit/s and more (more
than 37 MByte/s). [120]
The performance bottleneck really is not internal processing but rather Internet
latency, which is more of an organisational issue than a technical one (i.e. location of
data centres, redundancy, etc.). The Cloud Climate [34] shows overall stability of
Amazon S3 (cf. figure 3.3), and [193] measures a transfer rate with a fixed cost when
storing a file of around 140 ms and a variable cost of about 10 to 12 MByte/s. While 10
to 12 MByte/s may be too slow for some interactive applications as underlined by [76],
it is sufficient for object storage in a repository environment. Note that Amazon in its
“Design Requirements” [25] did not detail the transfer rate it aims to deliver. Amazon
states rather vaguely on its website: “Amazon S3 must be fast enough to support
high-performance applications. Server-side latency must be insignificant relative to
Internet latency.” And Amazon makes use of this vague contract with the user, as e.g.
exemplified by an unannounced infrastructure re-configuration in early 2007 and a
permanent “marked decrease in available bandwidth from EC2” [170].
This shows clearly that SRM as a backend for a cloud-like interface technically comes
up to quality of service requirements, with the main bottleneck for transfer being
Internet latency.

3.3.3 Discussion of S3-like
This section described the implementation of a grid-based storage cloud, and
demonstrated its implementation based on the SRM data grid standard and a
re-engineered version of Amazon S3 as cloud API. The concepts are transferable to
other systems, and e.g. a cloud-like interface could equally be layered upon Cleversafe
or iRODS.
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The loosely-coupled and light-weight cloud interface ensures a separation of concerns
between the storage infrastructure and the repository, thereby allowing evolution of the
respective systems independently. This covers two of the three attributes for open
environments (cf. section 2.2.2), only leaving ‘decentralised’ to be discussed.
Concurrent access of multiple agents to a shared S3-like infrastructure is in principle
possible. However, in order to fulfil scenario 1.c (cf. section 1.1.4), those agents must be
capable of interpreting the objects, even if they were deposited by other agents. The
OAI-ORE format [222] enables a minimum level of semantic interoperability, linking all
constituents of a digital object – content, metadata and relations (cf. section 2.2.1) –
together at a single location. Thereby, heterogeneous agents can access digital objects
in a decentralised manner, and this is also in line with the specification of the open
storage interface in section 2.2.3.
S3-like or any open storage infrastructure needs to be adapted accordingly and expose
OAI-ORE annotated objects rather than just any file. Storage infrastructure thereby
ceases to be generic to just any application, and is tailored to repository environments.
This also means that commercial clouds or similar storage infrastructure can only be
embedded into repository environments by way of an intermediary. However, to really
unlock open repository storage and enable interaction across heterogeneous agents, this
shared storage format is necessary.
While not part of the experimental setup, authentication and rights management are
important issues that remain to be solved. Existing approaches between grid and
repository systems are incoherent, e.g. the simple keys approach in Amazon S3 is
incompatible with the PKI-based security mechanism in grid environments, and does
not allow for mechanisms like delegation [259], which would be required for
scenario 1.1.8.
However, the experiences from the S3-like implementation indicate that the presented
bridge between grids, clouds and repositories is in principle feasible. Many more
features remain to be explored, such as the configuration options location and
storage_class in the S3 protocol, which could give other starting points for
optimisation. Furthermore, giving the user the chance to define the physical location of
its data potentially raises the user’s trust into the infrastructure. One possible scenario
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may be a storage class ‘confidential, valuable’, which triggers the infrastructure to
replicate the asset in three distributed data centres with particularly high security
measures, rather than a simple tape backup of a ‘standard’ storage class.
There is intense discussion in the grid community about offering RESTful interfaces.
[204] Ian Foster (the “inventor” of the grid [158]) rightly points out [157] that the
unique selling point of commercial clouds goes beyond their simplicity and includes e.g.
the billing model (pay by credit card, have it delivered in no time with hardly any
administrative overhead).
Apart from huge national and international grid programmes, we may also see
institutional clouds emerge in the future, tapping into the opportunities in cloud-like
services to simplify an institutions digital infrastructure and for transforming the link
between infrastructure management and users. [76] identifies opportunities and
challenges in establishing “private clouds” and – adding to its more technological view –
we would also like to point out the potentially transformative nature of
institutional/private clouds for the user.
On a different note, there has been much discussion about grids versus clouds. The
S3-like experiment shows that data grids and storage clouds may interact smoothly.
After all, they both follow similar goals in virtualizing storage resources, even though
they address different usage patterns (high-performance computing versus
general-purpose, interactive applications). From this it seems that merging grids and
clouds is but a small step away, and indeed grid resources can be mixed into the world
wide pond of mash-ups.

3.4 Discussion
The three experiments presented in this chapter analysed distinct models of storage
infrastructure for repository environments, each at a different level with regards to the
functionalities they support as part of the infrastructure.
The Cleversafe experiment did not fulfil the requisite attributes for openness identified
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in section 2.2.2 – loosely-coupled, simple, and decentralised. iRODS offers a multitude
of functionalities out-of-the-box in a monolithic architecture, yet is neither
loosely-coupled nor does it foster decentralisation. Our approach, S3-like, realises a
light-weight interface as an intermediary between various kinds of storage infrastructure
and repositories, and it fulfils all required attributes.
Eventually both iRODS and S3-like drew the line between infrastructure and repository
between the ‘administrative data flow’ and the ‘object management’ (cf. figure 3.4).
The repository storage should expose objects rather than files – e.g. in the OAI-ORE
format – to foster decentralisation across heterogeneous agents, yet the actual
management of the objects is accomplished outside of the infrastructure (cf. section
2.2.3).

Figure 3.4: Defining the Infrastructure/Repository line for the Open Storage Interface, following the
same layer model of functional component defined in figure 3.1.

But how do the results of this chapter relate to the storage scenarios put forth in
section 1.1.1 – On-Demand Storage, Distributed Access, and Repository
Reconstruction? (cf. figure 3.5)
First of all, all three experiments offered storage virtualisation, in that they equip the
repository with remote, distributed storage resources that are managed independently
from the repository core and can be extended on-demand. How this storage
infrastructure is managed is largely an organisational question – e.g. whether
repository staff also manage the storage infrastructure themselves, or whether it is
provided by the institution, the community, or a commercial provider.
With regard to Distributed Access, both iRODS and S3-like can in theory be accessed
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through multiple agents, yet at this stage neither ensures consistency in face of
concurrent accesses that may interfere with each other. TextGrid (cf. section 5) and
e.g. Dropbox [61] follow a simple yet effective strategy, in that they do not prevent
interference on simultaneous ‘writes’ to the same object, but they tell the user that
possible inconsistencies may have occurred. Whether or not that is a suitable strategy
depends on the usage context. Since SRM allows locking of files, S3-like can be adapted
to prevent inconsistencies in the first place [225].
There is another aspect to Distributed Access apart from parallel access through
multiple agents. Up until now, external agents only had access to repository contents
through the top-level interfaces of the repository. By way of decoupled Open Storage,
external agents can access repository contents through both, top-level repository
interfaces as well as the low-level storage interface.
The scenario Distributed Access assumed distributed agents using a homogeneous
storage method – i.e. using the same storage hierarchy, file names, and storage format.
However, once heterogeneous are involved as in the Repository Reconstruction scenario,
the abstraction from the file to a dedicated object format such as OAI-ORE is needed.
Therefore, iRODS is incapable of dealing with heterogeneous agents and the Repository
Reconstruction scenario in particular, whereas S3-like is an intermediary that may
translate between distinct formats and it is hence in the place of dealing with
heterogeneous agents.
Overall, this chapter has shown where storage models like Cleversafe and iRODS fall
short of fulfilling the requirements outlined in section 1.1.1, and has also shown how a
RESTful intermediary could resolve that by being open, loosely-coupled, and by
fostering decentralised interactions. While S3-like is only an experimental such
intermediary, it is in principle in the place of solving all the scenarios for Open
Repository Storage.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic view of how the Open Storage Interface implements the three storage scenarios (cf. section 1.1.1).

4

Dariah: Federation for Decentralised
Agents

This chapter analyses the Federation interface, which connects object and the
application layers in the repository reference architecture (cf. section 2.2.3). It creates a
more fine-grained view on interoperability in repository federations and analyses
existing approaches with regard to the interoperability attributes syntax and semantics
in digital objects, as well as structure and patterns in the overall information system
(cf. section 4.1). This discussion finds that least explored among those attributes are
patterns for interaction between independent agents in repository environments.
With the objective to analyse and extend federation patterns, we make a case for
pattern-driven design of repository environments, and introduce – in addition to the
Distributed Query and Harvest patterns that have been previously implemented in
repository environments – event-based Notification as an enabler for immediate and
directed federation (cf. section 4.2). The findings with regard to Notification were
developed in the course of the Dariah project, which establishes a European
e-Infrastructure for the humanities. [86] Section 4.3 therefore demonstrates
Notification-based federation in the Dariah environment.

4.1 Attributes of Interoperability
Section 2.2.3 introduced the Federation interface and various existing federations. This
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section looks deeper into how a federation is technically built, and it establishes a
continuum of federation attributes. This continuum helps in the design of federation
activities, and it also helps isolating gaps in federation technologies. To achieve this we
illustrate how a federation works on different technical levels, and that object syntax
and semantics, as well as system patterns and architecture are equally important to
achieve interoperability.
Z39.50 for querying library catalogues has been around since 1988, and became a US
standard in 1992. [200] Z39.50 was widely spread and still is. It describes syntax and
semantics of a metadata query as well as the list of results. However, as it has been
around since before the rise of the web, Z39.50 it is not using HTTP as a transport
layer but defines its own protocol, it is neither RESTful [151] nor loosely-coupled [260],
and is hence in many ways not apt to the current web environment. Therefore, an
initiative to find a more web-like successor specified the first version of SRU
(Search/Retrieval via URL) in 2002 [132]. Other than Z39.50, SRU uses HTTP, is
RESTful and stateless, and can be used with current web browsers.
The Protocol for Metadata Harvesting, OAI-PMH, [198] was first released in 2001 to
connect disparate library catalogues. It is one of the most widely used federation
protocol in the repository community to date. In September 2009, OAIster, a
self-elected ”union catalog“ for digital resources, [50] cross-referenced 1100 repositories
by way of the OAI-PMH and their more than 23 million digital resources. However,
OAI-PMH bears various caveats. [179] The close connection of the ‘pidgin’ metadata
format Dublin Core [98] to OAI-PMH is often problematic, since its rather loose
definition leaves various possible interpretations open to the user. Various initiatives
(e.g. [289, 310]) therefore found Dublin Core to be ill-suited for resource harvesting,
since it “[...] does not possess sufficiently rigorous semantics to unambiguously express
the information essential for resource harvesting”. [310] Embedding other metadata
formats into OAI-PMH may hence be requiremed for many harvesting initiatives.
Overall, this leads to the slightly paradox situation that while the OAI-PMH itself is
rather light-weight ([236, 323]) and is hence well embeddable into existing systems,
aggregation initiatives building on OAI-PMH are often quite large and centralised, and
some of them enforce additional specifications on top of the OAI-PMH to be able to
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deal with the heterogeneous data from diverse OAI-PMH sources (e.g. Driver [149],
Dare [290], Europeana [21]). Apart from the caveats of its usage in practice, the focus
of OAI-PMH on harvesting only metadata is insufficient for many federation initiatives
(e.g. [291, 309, 310]).
All of the federation mechanisms mentioned – Z39.50, SRU and OAI-PMH – focus
purely on searching metadata catalogues, and until recently there were in fact few
initiatives addressing other object features (cf. section 2.2.1). The first federation
standard going beyond this metadata focus is OAI-ORE, the Open Archives Initiative’s
Object Reuse and Exchange format [222]. Its focus are whole digital objects, both
simple as well as complex ones consisting of multiple distributed files (e.g. text, images,
data, video), metadata, and relations to other objects. OAI-ORE defines standards for
the description of digital objects, e.g. RDF serializations in both XML or by
embedding RDF statements into the Atom Syndication Format [251]. As such, it is not
so much a federation protocol as rather a format.
When looking at the federation mechanisms up to here, we touched upon various
dimensions: SRU superseded Z39.50 to replace it – amongst other – with a
HTTP-based protocol ; other than the query protocols SRU and Z39.50, OAI-PMH
follows a Harvest pattern; OAI-ORE is an object format addressing data, metadata and
relations. So what are the individual components a federation mechanism is composed
of? – Guidance on this question is given by Thibodeau in [304], where he identifies
three dimensions of an object: the physical object (encoding), the logical object
(syntax), and the conceptual object (semantics). In analogy to these three dimensions
of an object, we also identify three dimensions of an information system: a protocol, an
interaction pattern, and the overall architecture. Just like the OSI Reference Model
[327] is largely agnostic to the content it carries (network plus data blob), we argue
that on a conceptually higher level it is the system architecture that carries and
interacts with the object (architecture plus object).
• encoding (object) – defines the byte serialisation that associates an abstract
character and a code point [118], and is essential basis for machine interaction.
[141] (Please note, Dublin Core also defines “syntax encoding” and “vocabulary
encoding” [322], which we address in the following two items.)
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• syntax (object) – specifies the strings and statements that can be used to express
semantics. In compilers for programming languages this is often referred to as the
lexical rules and the grammar of how statements can be expressed. [288] For
example, an XML-document – a prevalent syntax for describing digital objects –
that complies with the lexical rules and XML markup grammer is called
“well-formed”. [14]
• semantics (object) – define the meaning of terms and statements in a certain
context [203], for example in a digital object. Semantics are shared,
pre-established and negotiated between stakeholders, and expressed in
vocabularies (flat lists) or ontologies (network of concepts and their relations).
Due to the need for agreement on common semantics between stakeholders,
“local” semantics tend to be more expressive than those of larger groups or
“global” semantics. Other than syntax, which can be captured into a complete
machine-readable specification, semantics may always be subject to human
interpretation and may need informal definitions alongside the machine-readable
ones.
• protocol (system) – describes within an information system how one intellectual
entity relates to others, e.g. whether they are nested or dependent on each
other. [218, 264] Containers such as METS [238] are structural tools to bind
closely related entities together as in the case of a digital objects composed of
multiple files. Looser relations are often expressed through references between
objects that can be meaningful even across information systems.
• pattern (system) – identifies recurring design problems in information systems
and present a well-proven generic approach for its solution, consisting of the
constituent components, their responsibilities and relationships. [69, 106] Patterns
can be building blocks of system architecture, or define the way in which distinct
information systems exchange information (e.g. triggers, workflow, conventions,
timing).
• architecture (system) – specifies the overall structure, capabilities of and
interactions between system components to achieve an overall goal. Architectures
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are tailored towards specific requirements in a specific context; whereas it may be
based on a reference architecture that is relevant in a domain or recurrent
application context. [314]

Figure 4.1: Attributes of Interoperability on the three layers of abstraction identified by [304],
pertaining to both, the object and the system. An analysis of Federation particularly
looks at the logical layer.

Of particular interest to us in this context are the dimensions syntax (object) and
pattern (system) in the logical layer in the middle. While relevant for federation, the
physical layer – encoding (object) and protocol (system) – is well researched and there
are e.g. gateways between different encoding standards and programming libraries for
protocols available.
On the other hand, the conceptual level above – semantics (object) and architecture
(system) – are closely linked to the very application context and hard to discuss on a
generic level. For example, for metadata there is a myriad of available standards [128]
and also of techniques such as the Warwick Framework metadata component structure
[218] or mixing and matching various standards in “application profiles” [184]. We
therefore rather point to existing guidance on the physical and the conceptual layers.
However, it is the logical layer on which generic research on federation mechanisms can
be conducted. In fact, various relevant standards have emerged from repository research
with regard to the syntax (object) dimension. This includes foremost the construction
plans and building blocks for digital objects: Various standards support the
serialisation of digital objects, including XML-based container formats like METS [238]
and MPEG21-DIDL [4], or the RDF-based aggregation format OAI-ORE [222]. One of
the building blocks of these object serialisations are persistent identifiers, such as the
URI or the DOI standards [185]. Apart from the digital objects themselves, there are
also standards for e.g. query syntax for metadata catalogues (CQL, Contextual Query
Language [10]), or for mark-up of search results from such queries (OpenSearch [224]).
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While the logical layer of the object is fairly well researched, there is fewer work on
federation patterns of the information system. Two different patterns can be clearly
discerned from the protocols described above: Z39.50 and SRU call one or many servers
with a specific query, and OAI-PMH harvests metadata from a number of servers. We
are not aware of significant other patterns. Inspired by other works on patterns
(e.g. [106] describes more than 100 patterns for distributed software environments) we
therefore look closer at patterns used in repository environments in the following
section, and in particular we argue that a Notification pattern deserves a key role in
repository environments.

4.2 Federation Patterns
The previous section established a continuum of federation techniques and diagnosed a
gap with regard to federation patterns. After the brief definition of patterns as generic
approaches to recurring design problems, this section looks closer at federation patterns
and fills this gap. In particular, this section analyses two federation approaches that are
prevalent in current federation systems – Distributed Query and Harvest – and
supplements them with event-driven Notification, which has not been considered as a
federation approach up to now. Moreover, we argue that Notification is the missing link
between Query and Harvest.
Christopher Alexander, a mathematician and architect, was the first to define the
notion of “patterns” in the context of architecture: “Each pattern describes a problem
which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the
solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solutions millions time
over, without ever doing it the same way twice.” [70] Patterns were later picked up and
transferred to software architecture by numerous people. [169, 209]
However, already in these early works, there are slightly differing approaches to how
granular and abstract patterns should be, and how they can be embedded into a whole
language of related patterns. As Fielding [151] points out, Alexander’s patterns have
more in common with architectural styles than with programming-oriented constructs
and are hence on a higher level of abstraction and granularity. Also with regards to
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how patterns interact, existing approaches to patterns differ. In 1997 [209] find that
many popular pattern texts at that time were collections of isolated patterns, rather
than embedded into a comprehensive pattern language of hierarchically linked patterns,
which constitutes a whole architectural style.
Patterns were mentioned as constituting for “architectural styles”. Fielding [151] defines
an architectural style as “a coordinated set of architectural constraints”. Architectural
styles may overlap and support each other. For example, [275] considers Service
Oriented Architecture to be derived from four architectural styles: Client/Server,
Layered System, Pipe and Filters, and composition and orchestration of Distributed
Agents. [106, 138] Hohpe [190] adds Declarative Programming and Event-based
Programming to that. We will be looking at aspects of some of these architectural
styles in the following.
In this section we are looking at patterns for federating distributed digital repositories.
We describe, compare and link three high-level patterns for repository federation –
Query, Notification, and Harvest (cf. figure 4.2). Each pattern is largely along the lines
of a different architectural style – Query by a client-server style, Notification by
event-driven programming, and Harvest by the REST style –, indicating a broad scope
of application contexts. At the same time however, they overlap in parts and hence
show no obvious gaps between them, thereby indicating a good coverage of conceivable
application scenarios.
Each of the patterns can be extended through filters or transformations. Filters allow
to better define the set of objects to be selected for federation. For example, a filter on
descriptive metadata of digital objects is the Contextual Query Language (CQL) [10].
On the other hand, a transformation can be applied on messages as they are passed
from the source to the client, an approach that is inspired by the Pipes-and-Filters
style. [107] All the federation patterns potentially benefit substantially from adequate
filters and transformation mechanisms, both in terms of efficiency, robustness and their
manageability.
The patterns described below are inspired by comprehensive pattern languages of
numerous, hierarchically linked patterns. [106, 169, 191] However, we deviate from their
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Figure 4.2: A pattern language for federation patterns. Mechanisms to filter and transform objects
can be embedded into each pattern to raise the scalability and manageability of the
federation.
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structure to some extent, as the language of Federation patterns spelt out here is
smaller and the scope of the patterns is more focused. Other than the template in
[106], the patterns are more succinct and solution oriented, also giving an overview of
current implementations where they exist. Structural elements are spelled out for each
pattern, to support readability.
Before addressing each of the patterns individually, the following paragraphs summarize
context and objective of Federation patterns as a whole:
Problem area: Repository federation encompasses viewing, re-using or processing
both, individual objects as well as entire sets of objects, between independent software
agents. The agents involved can be digital repositories or any other software agent in a
repository environment (e.g. registries, added-value services).
Some of the challenges that are addressed by federation patterns to a different degree
include
• efficiency – Efficiency in a federated environment is particularly dependent on the
multiple, independent agents. Each additional agent raises the risk that the low
performance of that one agent impacts detrimentally on the overall performance
of the whole federation.
• consistency, completeness – As digital objects are duplicated and passed between
independent agents, consistency issues may arise. Particularly in environments
where objects change frequently, clients may hence be presented with old versions
of an object or with processing results building on such old versions. Likewise,
delays in the propagation of a newly added object through the federation may
lead to an incomplete state at federated agents.
• scalability – The overall performance of a federation should not degrade with an
increasing number of agents.
• openness – This thesis argues that openness is one of the key properties of
federations. In particular, it characterises ‘openness’ to be constituted of the
three attributes loosely-coupled, simple, and decentralised (cf. section 2.2.2).
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• standard – Enabling openness and decentralisation indirectly calls for a minimum
level of standardisation or also the flexibility to embed standards with regard to
syntax, semantics, or structure – the other elements of the interoperability levels
–, since standards support the implementation of federation mechanisms into
decentralised agents that build on heterogeneous platforms and are governed
independently.

4.2.1 Distributed Query
Short Description: A Distributed Query essentially is the composition of multiple
Client/Server interactions, as a query is sent to multiple sources and the responses are
subsequently integrated into a single result set. The client must know all sources, and
ideally the sources all provide a single standard interface for the query. Result sets can
be filtered through adaptation of the query; responses can be transformed on delivery
either through re-representation services or workflows.

Application Context: A Distributed Query pattern is best used in a setting where
objects in the disparate sources may change frequently and at any time. At the same
time, however, the client wants to access the very latest object versions, and
consistency problems between the various sources need to be avoided.
Another reason to opt for a Distributed Query pattern for repository federation may be
technical constraints (e.g. large size) or legal restrictions, as the data remains at the
source institution (other than in the case of Notification or Harvest patterns).
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Forces: Even with dedicated server interfaces, Distributed Queries are often difficult to
integrate along both, efficiency and content at the same time. A Query is often
dependent on the slowest server, when clients aim to integrate the various responses
into a single result set. Thus, particularly in decentralised environments where clients
have little influence on the source’s quality of service, slow response times of some
sources may be prohibitive for adequate results. Underlining this, the Resource
Discovery Network (RDN) was finding that even with only “five subject gateways in its
cross search there were problems of poor performance” [109].

Exemplary Implementations: There are various implementations of the Distributed
Query pattern in the repository community. Z39.50 for querying library catalogues has
been around since 1988. Z39.50 was widely spread and still is, along with its successor
SRU/W that is based on web services respectively REST. While Z39.50 and SRU/W
merely exchange object metadata, other messages are conceivable including added-value
services [49, 305].
One of the notable implementations in other communities is SDMX, the protocol for
Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange supports federations that may span numerous
organisations around the globe. [125] SDMX has been chosen, since statistical data are
often subject to licenses and cannot be hosted outside of the creator’s organisational
environment. Another characteristic in the statistical data domain, that makes
Distributed Query the suitable pattern, are the rigid consistency requirements in the
face of frequent update cycles.

4.2.2 Notification
Short Description: In a Notification pattern, the source sends out messages on
repository events. Triggers for notifications can be e.g. CrUD events – the creation,
update, or deletion of an object in the repository –, which allows the client to stay in
sync with the current state of the repository. A common focus on CrUD events could
facilitate a standard interface across heterogeneous agents, yet specialised notifications
are conceivable.
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We distinguish between two sub-patterns of Notification: Notification by Registration,
and a Hybrid Push/Poll Notification, which are described below. Both build on the
availability of a message channel, which conveys the notifications from the source to the
client. Filters can be applied during the exposure into the channel respectively on read.

Application Context: Notification is particularly suited for federation topologies where
the agents are synchronised in their state, and need information about repository events
as they occur. Once many independent agents need to be synchronised, a Notification
pattern is more timely than Harvest, and more robust than a Distributed Query pattern
by its direct, yet de-coupled communication between the source and the client. [189]
Forces: A Notification pattern requires the setup of a suitable message channel where
messages are actively exposed by the source. Particularly in approaches that are by
Registration, the reliability of this channel is of key importance. Also and particularly
in a Hybrid approach, the latency of transporting the message from source to client
must be taken into account.

Pattern Details: Notifications can be interpreted as the opposite of the Distributed
Query mechanism. While in a Query the client requests information from a set of
sources in a lower architectural layer, notifications are triggered by low-level events and
passed on to higher level services. [107] The implementation of e.g. an Observer pattern
on CrUD events allows the client to follow state changes in the repository as they
occur. [106]
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A Notification pattern builds on a message channel, and we distinguish broadly two
approaches of how such a channel can be implemented. The first approach is “by
Registration”, with some messaging frameworks distinguishing between
publish-subscribe (one-to-many) and point-to-point (one-to-one) models. [190, 319]
Both messaging models require an event mechanism that allows subscription in the
publish-subscribe model (which delivers immediately on the occurrence of an event), or
the creation of a dedicated queue in the point-to-point model (which delivers on
consumption, and hence reliably delivers messages). Because of the registration and
since the notifications are passed on without delay, this pattern is often used in more
tightly-coupled environments.
In contrast to these registration-based notifications, Hybrid push/poll notifications
(many-to-many) can be initiated without any communication between the agents and
are hence more decoupled. Instead of the subscription process or a dedicated queue,
consumers retrieve notifications from a broker. This broker may offer a notification
history, such that a client can look up past notifications or it may be offline when a
notification is sent and retrieve it later whenever convenient. This increased decoupling
and robustness comes at the cost of immediacy, since the consumer needs to actively
retrieve the notification. In the worst case a delay of a whole poll cycle is needed until a
notification is retrieved. However, this impact is generally not seen as critical as
pointed out e.g. by the cloud infrastructure provider Bycast [280]. Bycast’s Hybrid
push/poll notification system is at the core of its cloud infrastructure, and as a
mechanism for its broker, it employs the Atom syndication protocol.
Exemplary Implementations: Few repositories have adopted message-oriented
middleware for coordinating repository-internal processes. Since version 3.0, Fedora
implements the Java Messaging Service JMS [147]. Fedora sends notifications on all
calls to its API-M, which includes CRUD operations on objects, datastreams, and
relations. At the time of writing, DSpace is preparing a new event system for the
release of its version 2.0. [54]
The probably most comprehensive implementation of messaging is in place in the
iRODS rules system that is triggered through administrative actions. [267] The iRODS
rule system provides a customizable framework for executing tasks – so-called
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“microservices” – on occurrence of definable events. In a way, rules register microservices
with specific events, and because of this basic similarity we can classify rules as
event-based notifications. However, rules go beyond notifications since they are capable
of defining microservice workflows. [101] All these messaging frameworks existing in
repository installations, however, are system-internal. We are not aware of an open
approach that is employed as a federation mechanism across heterogeneous agents in a
repository environment. A first step towards such a Notification-based Federation could
be a Hybrid Notification based on the Atom protocol. Since Atom is an XML-based
standard, it enables communication across heterogeneous agents with different software
bases. As mentioned above, implementations of a Hybrid Notification pattern are
considered viable even in a multi-agent environment where timing is an issue and hence
frequent poll-cycles are required. [231, 280] Its embedding into the web architecture
may be conducive to this, as conditional HTTP GET requests and common caching
mechanisms in web proxies minimise the impact of short polling cycles by consumers.
Yet, such an Atom-based Hybrid Notification pattern remains to be tested in a
repository environment. In section 4.3 we suggest a prototype for that, which was
developed in the framework of the Dariah e-Humanities infrastructure.

4.2.3 Harvest
Short Description: An intermediary between source and client – the harvester – collects
all the relevant data from disparate sources, and provides a single, integrated portal to
the client. Regular harvest cycles ensure that the data gathered by the harvester
remains up-to-date. The harvest mechanisms may amongst other vary as to how the
sources are identified, how often harvest cycles are performed, and whether a follow-up
harvest cycle only updates changed data (iterative) or re-collects all the data regardless
of whether or not it was updated (complete).
Filtering of the objects to be exchanged occurs in the communication between the
source and the harvester, if the source provides relevant stubs. A transformation of
objects can theoretically be conducted during the harvest, though we are not aware of
any respective implementation in practice.
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Application Context: The Harvest pattern de-couples the client from the server thereby
scaling the communication in the federation down from multiple tiers to only two: the
client and the harvester. This potentially improves the response time for clients
considerably. Therefore, the Harvest pattern is suitable for decentralised environments,
in which independent sources may not offer adequate quality of service with regard to
their response time.
Furthermore, as is outlined in the next paragraph, the Harvest pattern is best used in
environments where digital objects change infrequently due to the potential data
inconsistencies introduced by the Harvester.
Forces: The redundant storage of data may introduce inconsistencies to the original,
which is further aggravated through infrequent updates. Infrequent updates, in turn,
may be enforced on the overall system as harvest cycles potentially take considerable
time, depending on the size of the federation, server response, and the size and
complexity of the digital objects involved. [95]

Pattern Details: Harvesters such as those for web search engines are well researched,
and there are relevant experiences from this community. [180] However, there are some
differences to harvesting mechanisms in repository environments that we will focus on
in the following.
With regard to the potential inconsistencies and the load on the harvester, as
mentioned above, the key mechanism is data selection: which object should be
downloaded, and when? There must be a mechanism for identifying objects in the first
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place, and in the following we present three conceivable mechanisms.
• Web search engines usually follow-up the links parsed out of the harvested data,
thereby establishing a self-referencing network of web resources. This is not
feasible in repository environments, which mostly lack such densely linked content.
• In another approach, the server brokers the data to the harvester. In one way to
achieve this, the server passes the ID of the next object along with a harvested
resource (a “resumption token”). However, this either introduces state between
the server and the client which potentially affects the robustness of the system, or
it may lead to inconsistencies if the list of objects changes during the harvesting
cycle. [260]
• In an alternative approach, the repository or other object source needs to provide
a list of its objects. The way such a list is provided may vary from merely a plain
list, to a list with details about when the object was last updated, to a dynamic
list that can be queried for specific object attributes including last update. [9]
An additional impact on the overall efficiency of the system can be achieved by
including information about the last update of an object and other metadata in the
selection decision. Metadata about the last update may be useful, in case a harvester
re-visits a source to only retrieve the objects that were updated since its last visit –
iterative harvesting rather than complete harvesting rounds. More extensive filtering
may be applied at this point of selection.
Exemplary Implementations: The Harvest pattern is well known in the repository
community due to its implementation in OAI-PMH – probably the most prevalent
federation mechanism today. In September 2009, OAIster, a “union catalog” for digital
resources [50], cross-referenced more than 1100 repositories by way of the OAI-PMH
protocol and their more than 23 million digital resources – we are not aware of any
other implementation of the Harvest pattern or any other Federation pattern that is as
widely spread.
OAI-PMH is geared at harvesting purely metadata, not the actual content of an object.
However, the protocol has been employed in various contexts (e.g. [113, 235, 276]) and
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it has also been tweaked to harvest whole objects marked up in METS [291] or
MPEG-DIDL [310]. One may argue though that these adaptations on OAI-PMH were
mainly driven by the prevalence of OAI-PMH, not because OAI-PMH is really the most
suitable technology for use cases other than metadata harvesting.
At the same time, we are not aware of any other significant implementation of the
Harvest pattern The low occurrence of alternative harvesting mechanisms to OAI-PMH
in repository environments notwithstanding, it is quite simple to implement the Harvest
pattern ad hoc using other existing mechanisms. For example, “sitemaps” [19] offer the
crawlers of web search engines a standard entry point to the contents of web sites, and
it could equally be used to expose repository contents for harvesting by repository
services. Sitemaps also offers a lastmod field that encodes the object’s last modification
date, to support iterative harvesting.
Taking this one step further unveils a connection between the Harvest and the Hybrid
Notification pattern (cf. section 4.2.2). The Sitemaps exposing the repository contents
(exemplary described above as an alternative mechanism for the Harvest pattern) are
very similar to exposing repository contents via an Atom feed (an exemplary
implementation suggested for the Hybrid Notification mechanism). Similarly, recurrent
iterative harvesting cycles are comparable to polling the message queue. The only
difference between the two pattern is that for the Harvest pattern a complete list of
objects (and object metadata including the last update) is exposed, whereas
Atom-feeds provide a history of repository events and hence can only infer the complete
list by reconstructing the current state.
In conclusion, the Sitemaps-based harvesting shows that the Harvest pattern is a
universal pattern that is not tied to OAI-PMH or any specific technology. Furthermore,
the touching point between iterative harvesting and hybrid notification can be
interpreted as an indicator of the completeness of the pattern language at this point.

4.3 An Atom-based Repository Federation
After the previous sections introduced the context and concept of Federation patterns,
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this section presents an actual federation environment with multiple repositories and
other independent agents. This environment will establish Dariah, a closely-knit, yet
open repository infrastructure for the humanities. [80, 86] The close interaction between
the heterogeneous agents calls for a Notification-based federation approach. Therefore,
this section illustrates the application of Atom-based Hybrid Notification (cf. section
4.2.2) in the context of Dariah.
Dariah is a project in the framework of the European Strategy Forum on Research
Infrastructures (ESFRI) [256] and is currently in its initial phase. ESFRI projects are
designed to offer research communities essential infrastructure for decades to come, e.g.
a large telescope for astronomy and an icebreaker ship for the polar sciences. For the
humanities, Dariah builds a digital infrastructure to share cultural artefacts, re-use
existing tools, and collaborate across institutional, cultural, and disciplinary
boundaries. Partners in Dariah include researchers and humanities centres, including
DANS (Data Archiving and Networked Services) in the Netherlands, the Centre for
e-Research (CeRCH) at King’s College London, as well as the State and University
Library Goettingen, Germany.
The goals for the Dariah repository infrastructure lie particularly in the combination of
two characteristics: the repositories should remain independent, grow and evolve over
time, and interact with other agents (hence open), while the contents in Dariah and
functionalities provided through Dariah should be accessible to the researcher as if
Dariah was a single platform (hence closely-knit). Foremost, as a virtual research
environment that supports active research, resources in Dariah may change over time
and in an early stage of creation they may indeed be private. These prerequisites –
decentralised, heterogeneous agents that need to stay in sync with the state of other
agents; with digital objects that may change frequently – call for a Notification-based
approach.
The Dariah test environment for linking heterogeneous repositories spans three different
systems: TextGrid, iRODS, and Fedora. In order to synchronise the states of the three
repositories, notifications are sent to the respective other repositories on the creation or
modification of a digital object. In the production environment this mechanism will be
used to replicate data across multiple sites, and to update external applications such as
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search and analysis about changes made in any of the Dariah sites.
Both, iRODS and Fedora offer internal event mechanisms – iRODS through its
rules/microservices [267], and Fedora implements the Java Message Service JMS [147].
The exposure of repository events via Atom can be directly integrated into these event
mechanisms. While TextGrid does not offer an internal event mechanism, the TG-crud
interface handles all updates to objects in TextGrid and it can easily be adapted to
expose object creation or modification. The Atom feeds from the three repositories are
all handled via a single Apache Abdera [163] server. While the production environment
will likely consist of multiple Atom servers, a central server is sufficient for the test
environment.
The repositories poll the feeds of the respective other servers and thereby synchronise
with their states. As an additional feature, a repository may offer multiple feeds via the
Atom server – e.g. one feed exposes all the objects, whereas others may only expose
specific format types such as only XML objects. This type of server-side filtering is
more efficient for both client and server – for the client since it does not need to filter
itself based on the metadata of the object, for the server since this will reduce overall
polling.
The reason for why this will reduce overall polling at the server is related to the fact
that Atom feeds are HTTP-based services, embedded in the web architecture, and
hence also supported by the infrastructure of proxies and caching servers. Furthermore,
polling an Atom feed that is unchanged only puts minimal load on the Atom server.
Specifically, conditional HTTP GET’s (i.e. the HTTP header ‘If-Modified-Since‘)
ensure on a HTTP level that the feed is only downloaded if it actually changed.
In conclusion, we have presented the Dariah research infrastructure for the humanities,
the diversity of its collections and the vision of an open environment of decentralised
agents. To ensure coherence among these decentralised agents as well as in
communication with related initiatives, the Dariah federation builds on an Atom-based
notification pattern as one of its key design ideas. An experimental setup that links
TextGrid, an iRODS and a Fedora test server have demonstrated the viability of this
approach.
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4.4 Conclusions
Decentralised information environments are emerging, in which a repository is but one
agent among a multitude of others. To name just some of the conceivable scenarios of
such environments, repositories may replicate relevant objects of another source (e.g.
institutional vs. thematic repositories), parts of a single digital object may be spread
over various repositories (e.g. e-Publications [38]), repositories may depend upon
external re-representation and preservation services [186]. This chapter analysed
repository federation, which is capable of interweaving multiple heterogeneous
repositories as well as other dispersed agents into a single virtual repository.
The Dariah e-Humanities infrastructure is one such environment, in which multiple
repositories aim to federate their content while remaining independent organisations.
Other than existing federations, the content in Dariah may be in diverse formats,
change frequently, and be private.
This chapter identified attributes on three levels – physical, logical, and conceptual – in
both digital objects and information systems, that contribute to interoperability
between diverse agents in an open repository environment. Thinking in these attributes
of interoperability fosters a new perspective on the challenges involved in federation.
This new perspective offers a structured way to develop new federation models with
existing mechanisms, and also to identify gaps in existing mechanisms.
The most pressing gap in context of the Dariah e-Humanities infrastructure pertained
to interaction patterns between agents. This chapter resolved this by introducing the
Notification pattern, specifically Hybrid Push/Pull Notification based on the Atom
syndication format. Notification is particularly suited for decentralised environments, in
which changes to e.g. digital objects may occur frequently and the agents need to be
closely synchronised.
Rather than convergence to a small set of concepts and technologies, we are expecting
diversity and decentralisation to increase in repository federations. New application
contexts of repositories (e.g. data-driven research, enterprise systems) and subsequently
changing requirements to repository infrastructure, as well as the ongoing integration of
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new technologies (e.g. Linked Data [179], clouds as in DuraCloud [117]) in the field
seem to point that way. In the face of this growth and diversity, the approach presented
in this chapter may contribute to a more structured discussion and avoid disintegration
and redundancies within the repository community.
But how do the results of this chapter relate to the federation scenarios put forth in
section 1.1.5 – specifically Scientific Analysis and Task Management? (cf. figure 4.3)
Search and Analysis is a recurrent requirement in the Dariah environment. However, a
simple Google-type search is insufficient for a scientific environment. Specialised
analysis services may process various types of data and their metadata, including
images and sound. In other words, rather than providing a generic search portal,
Dariah aims to facilitate the creation of external search and analysis services, such that
any community or project can develop their own portal. Thereby, one-time analysis
efforts that research a specific question on a specific set of digital objects are offered
possibilities to harvest the objects into a dedicated analysis environment. Ongoing
services that grow with the availability of new material are provided with notifications
about object creation, update, or deletion. Dariah therefore aims to support various
protocols and patterns, to allow for different approaches to system interoperability.
Just like the Dariah infrastructure aims to support various approaches to system
interoperability, it equally aims to expose its content in different formats to facilitate
different approaches to object interoperability. To underline this, the Task Management
scenario is similar to the search and analysis portals described above, yet it operates
purely on the object metadata and whether objects are available in the first place.
Thereby, the exposure of object metadata through a Query or a Notification pattern, as
well as adequate filters enable the implementation of a Task Management application.
Dariah aims to foster interoperability of these mechanisms across the diverse
repositories and other agents in the Dariah infrastructure. This allows that external
agents can embed their own application environments into the Dariah infrastructure,
just like it enables the Scientific Analysis and the Task management scenarios.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic view of options for resolving the scenarios 2.a, Scientific Analysis, and 2.b, Task Management, through
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repository federation (cf. section 1.1.5).

5

TextGrid: A Repository Infrastructure
for the e-Humanities

This chapter introduces TextGrid, an e-Infrastructure for the humanities and part of
the German national grid infrastructure D-Grid [249]. While built on the basis of grid
technologies rather than repository software, it is implemented based on the concepts
introduced in the previous chapters. By introducing TextGrid, this chapter
demonstrates the community-driven creation and release into production of an open
repository environment: the translation of the task-oriented requirements of the
TextGrid target community into a technical architecture that implements the
repository reference architecture on a grid-based infrastructure.
The humanities have, until recently, not been seen as technology-shapers. Until
recently. Recent years have seen a host of activities in the humanities. Large-scale
programs to digitize historic documents or relics, the construction of portals and online
virtual libraries, and systems for preserving digital objects perpetually are just some of
the fields where the humanities have been particularly active in the last decade or two.
[72] Arguably, the repository community builds extensively on the traditions and
experiences of the humanities, in particular their ability to deal even with scattered or
garbled information and centuries of experience in organizing knowledge. [72]
Metadata, digital curation and preservation, scholarly communication and open access
– all these issues resonate deeply with the humanities, and they are at the core of
digital repositories.
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TextGrid is one of the early humanities projects working with grid technologies, the
first at least in Germany. [81, 93] Its initial target group is German language and
literature, for which it establishes a virtual research environment for the collaborative
editing, annotation, analysis and publication of specialist texts. In its endeavour for
sustainability, other disciplines from the humanities including musicology and
linguistics have been included into the TextGrid community. TextGrid stands united
with various other international initiatives such as DARIAH [86] and Bamboo [29] in its
key objectives including federation and preservation of humanities data; novel
technologies to operate on huge, federated collections; and effectively new
methodologies to deal with new research questions. [121]
To date, processing specialist texts in German language and literature is the most
advanced use case in TextGrid. Core data in this context are images of digitised
manuscripts or other specialist texts, as well as XML-annotated versions of the texts
following the schema of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI). TEI is a rich format, which
scholars can use for most parts of their research – from initial transcription, to semantic
annotations, to eventual publication. TextGrid offers scholars a place preserve this data
(the TextGridRep / TextGrid repository), as well as a research environment to
collaboratively work on this data (the TextGridLab / TextGrid laboratory).
While building a virtual research environment for the humanities, TextGrid is part of a
larger programme assigned by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
BMBF to build the German future e-Infrastructure “D-Grid” with communities such as
high energy physics, astronomy, climate, and medicine. TextGrid represents the
humanities in D-Grid and benefits substantially from the interaction with other
communities and their experiences in building e-Infrastructure. At the same time it
contributes its perspectives and expertise. In this perspective the virtualization of
hardware resources – the original trigger of grid technologies – is but a useful boon.
The key resources in the humanities are data, knowledge about data, and services. So
rather than virtualising physical hardware, connecting these intellectual resources is the
central challenge and opportunity when building e-Infrastructure in the humanities.
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5.1 Levels of Participation
Before delving deeper into the technical architecture of TextGrid and the lessons that
can be extracted from this, this section takes a deeper look at the specific situation in
the humanities and identifies requirements for the TextGrid technical architecture. It
focuses on attaining interoperability with regards to object semantics, which is a core
objective of TextGrid. Also, semantic interoperability is clearly more than a purely
technical issue, and it therefore illustrates how a technical design must interplay and –
if possible – take advantage of the social and organisational context.
The humanities are large and diverse. Resources in the humanities and means of
scholarly research are mostly low-cost (compared to, e.g., a hadron collider for nuclear
research or a satellite network), and well accessible as they are not confined to a group
of distinguished experts. This allows scholars, students, interested laymen and just
anybody to participate in scholarly research as equal partners and contribute their
perspectives. Further adding to the multi-faceted nature of the humanities are regional
traditions within certain fields, with each school of thought employing different notions
and research methodologies. Eventually, countries differ in their interpretations as to
what constitutes “the humanities” in the first place, whereby e.g. sociology or the arts
are considered part of the humanities or distinct fields altogether. [164]
This size and diversity in the humanities means that apart from a few sub-fields such as
the psycholinguistics, there are few authoritative standards that a whole
(sub-)community complies with. Specific research questions and specialised
methodologies to address those questions often entail wholly incompatible data
encodings. For example, two research projects about Shakespeare’s textitMacbeth with
varying research questions may use incompatible tools for processing the data, encode
different annotations and derived data, and may even work on different texts in the first
place (e.g. the original version from 1606, versus a later, revised version in different
languages; or even the musical version by Richard Strauss from 1888). For these
reasons, humanities scholars hold their freedom high to express and encode without
constraints. Acknowledged standards like TEI are themselves masterpieces in flexibility
– two TEI manifestations of the same text by two different research projects can be,
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but are not necessarily compatible to a given degree.
Recognising these idiosyncrasies of the research context in the humanities, TextGrid
put the following principles at the basis of its technical and organisational design. In
addition to the requirements posed by the community context, these key principles are
guided by the goal of creating a collaborative infrastructure that can grow and evolve
over time.
• an generic infrastructure – There is no a priori expectation for data, tools, or
methodologies. In particular, functionalities are only constrained where
indispensable; the application context of a specific module or service is not
pre-defined. Thereby, functionalities can be re-used in different contexts and
re-mixed for efficient development of novel applications.
• fosters specialised applications and semantically deep processing – Specialized
research questions, methodologies, and contexts require data formats, metadata,
and interfaces to be freely adapted. While there is a high level of flexibility, the
level of support and interoperability for specific formats, metadata schemata, or
interfaces may vary.
• motivates participation – Community participation is crucial to obtain a
growing base of scholarly texts, range of diverse tools and methodologies, and
ultimately the sustainability of the infrastructure.
Particularly the first two principles – open and generic vs. specialised – may seem to be
contradictory at first sight, and they reflect the contradictions in the original
requirements for enabling idiosyncratic research questions and methodologies while
fostering collaboration and interoperability. However, they are only contradictory at
first sight, when aiming to build a comprehensive system that fulfils all the posed
requirements. Yet, TextGrid is not so much a system as rather an open platform that
enables scholars to adapt the environment to their needs.
TextGrid’s layered approach aims to achieve interoperability in this diverse
environment by engaging people. TextGrid partners are domain researchers from the
humanities with their own ideas about how to encode domain semantics “the right
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way”. Even among TextGrid partners these ideas vary, and the definition of a shared
standard for the project (let alone a standard for the whole community) would be a
challenge. Therefore, rather than defining data standards and imposing rigid technical
guidelines, TextGrid defined an organisational framework that allows any researcher to
choose their level of interoperability or flexibility as to their discretion. At its core this
organisational framework consists of layered incentives. The lowest level allows
maximum flexibility and hence a low entry barrier, while the highest level enables
interoperability and offers tools and support. In other words, TextGrid offers the carrot
rather than the stick, by nurturing opportunities rather than enforcement.
The layered approach manifests in various aspects, including data, services and
preservation stores. To illustrate the TextGrid collaboration layers on data:
• any data format can be uploaded, TextGrid ensures bit-preservation
• metadata facilitates data management and retrieval (metadata-based search)
• by uploadig XML-based texts, a series of services can be used on the data
including streaming tools, an XML-editor, and other functionalities
• if the XML follows TEI encoding, TextGrid offers graphical editing, metadata
extraction, and other functionalities
• defining a mapping to the TextGrid recommendation for a TEI core encoding
allows interoperability on a semantic level
In its design of the incentive approach, TextGrid follows the experiences of
collaborative environments. [210] The user can do whatever she wants, but by being
interoperable and compliant to TextGrid recommendations she increases exposure and
is provided with more functionality in the TextGrid virtual research environment.
Moreover, the platform is designed to be open, and is expected to grow over time.
There may even be competing incentive systems within TextGrid at some point in the
future. It is the conviction of TextGrid partners that rigid guidelines hamper
participation more than they enable interoperability. Eventually, an interoperable
environment without any data fails to be useful. TextGrid thus puts enabling
participation over interoperability, while fostering interoperability wherever it can.
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5.2 Grid-Repository Architecture
Building on the requirements identified in the previous section, this section describes
the TextGrid reference architecture. Even though TextGrid is built on grid technologies
rather than existing repository software, this section finds TextGrid to be a
repository-like system by mapping the reference architecture onto the repository
reference architecture developed in section 2.2. This is the first step of a mapping to be
continued in the following section, which looks into whether TextGrid implements the
open storage and federation interfaces as well, and hence can be identified as not only a
repository architecture but an open repository environment.
Technologically, the requirements and guiding principles formulated in the previous
section translate into a service-oriented architecture [115] in four conceptual layers (cf.
figure 5.1). In tandem, the layers enable openness, while ensuring robustness in the face
of evolutionary development of the technology environment and the organizational
context. For the user, they hide the complexity of the multiplicity of software
components involved and offer entry points at various levels. [299]
• TextGrid application environments – The main application environment in
the initial project phase is Eclipse-based and geared towards use in German
language and literature. However, other user groups or workflows may call for
other application environments, which can likewise be installed atop the other,
more generic TextGrid layers.
• functional building blocks wrapped into services – Atomic functionalities such as
tokenization, lemmatizing, or collation are implemented as individual REST- or
SOAP-based services ([151, 175, 274]) to be re-used by other services or plugged
into one or many application environments. The service environment is open and
growing, only tied together with optional interoperability mechanisms that enable
authentication and access to shared services across TextGrid. [300] Projects like
DARIAH, Bamboo, and Interedition are contributing or will be contributing in
the future to a shared humanities service network.
• the robust core of the TextGrid infrastructure consists of archives and
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middleware for virtualisation – The TextGrid utilities comply with the
interoperability framework for services, however they offer more generic
functionality at increased stability and scalability.
In this architecture the layers are not merely a way of guiding our conceptual thinking.
Each layer employs a separate set of technologies and is still coupled to all the other
layers. In its initial setup, the bottom two layers employ grid services (WSRF), the
service layer supports both SOAP- and REST-based services, and the application
environment is an Eclipse-based rich client. In addition to the separation of the
layer-internals, each layer offers varying degrees of flexibility and complexity, and
services from each layer can be composed as to the needs of the research activity in
question: sharing data in the archives layer, co-developing functionalities in the services
layer, and collaborating on a methodological level in the application environment. The
combination of all three layers establishes an open platform to address specialised
research activities by reusing data and combining generic functionalities, and it fosters
participation on all levels. In this way, the TextGrid reference architecture implements
the key requirements as formulated in the previous section.
Taking a closer look at the TextGrid middleware (cf. figure 5.2), it consists of various
components for handling files in the data grid, rights management in an RBAC-enabled
database, metadata in an XML database, and relations in an RDF triple store. [299]
These distinct components are combined into three core TextGrid utilities that offer
one-stop-shops for data management and preservation, content analysis, and team
management functionalities:
• TG-crud – the component for data management. It offers CRUD functionalities
– create, read, update and delete – for TextGrid objects consisting of a container
of both data and metadata. TextGrid metadata is inspired by Dublin Core with
mandatory fields for object management and freely extensible optional fields. [301]
• TG-search – a component for search and analysis. It goes beyond average search
mechanisms and offers functionalities dedicated to the needs of researchers in
literature and language. As part of these capabilities, TG-search offers search
based on object metadata, relations, full text, as well as XQuery capabilities for
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XML-based files, or any combination thereof.
• TG-auth* – supports the collaborative processes in TextGrid by offering an
interface for managing users and their roles, project teams and rights. Both
TG-crud and TG-search interact transparently with TG-auth* to ensure adequate
rights management.
This approach of combining distinct grid services and databases in task-oriented
interfaces (TG-crud, TG-search, TG-auth*) is a prevalent software architecture pattern
called a Facade, which promises to make client code more usable, raises overall
consistency, and de-couples the layers by reducing the dependency of client code on
individual infrastructure components. [106] (The interaction between the various
components and the utilities to ensure consistency is further described in the following
section.) Each utility interface offers both REST- and SOAP-based protocols, and it
fully implements the interoperability recommendations of the TextGrid service layer
which sits on top of it.
With decoupled storage infrastructure as one aspect, TextGrid displays many features
of a repository environment, which becomes apparent when comparing TextGrid with
the repository reference architecture as identified in chapter 2.2. First of all, TextGrid’s
collections are built up of digital objects as defined through the following features (cf.
chapter 2.2.1): It consists of one or many files, is annotated with metadata, may have
relations to other objects (e.g. versions, formats, components such as volumes in a
series or letters in a correspondence), as well as characteristics and administrative
metadata for rights management or dedicated mechanisms for analysis. All these
elements of a digital object are handled in TextGrid within containers that can be
exported to OAI-ORE or METS packages.
Handling of objects as defined is the key requirement for digital repositories, and
TextGrid bears more features of a repository environment as a comparison with the
repository reference architecture from chapter 2.2.3 shows. The reference architecture is
built of three layers dealing with files, objects and applications successively with growth
of abstraction towards the upper layers. These three layers can be mapped to the
TextGrid architecture as follows.
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The lowest layer of the repository reference architecture is covered by the file handling
capabilities of TG-crud. It expects containers of a file and metadata, and stores them
as files in the D-Grid data grid. On ingest TG-crud creates a unique identifier and
returns that ID along with other administrative metadata to the sender. These simple
CRUD capabilities for the object containers are sufficient to realise the repository file
layer. The implementation of TG-crud [302] employs Globus [42] in the D-Grid
software stack [177] through a grid interoperability abstraction offered by the Grid
Application Toolkit GAT [71]. However, the current implementation of TG-crud is of
no particular importance for this thesis and for the argumentation here. There are
discussions within TextGrid of moving away from GAT, however this switch of
technologies does not impact on the basic repository architecture nor on the interfaces
which link the file layer with the object and the application layers on top of it.
The TextGrid object layer is implemented through a number of services. First of all,
TG-search, which builds on both TG-crud and TG-auth*, is the facilitator for search
and analysis of digital objects. A metadata manager [297] allows for defining new
metadata fields and relations, however the core set of TextGrid metadata, both
descriptive and administrative metadata and characteristics, is set. In that TextGrid
offers metadata management that is not as sophisticated as e.g. the object modelling
offered by Fedora or Tupelo, yet is more flexible as e.g. EPrints and DSpace. The
TextGrid metadata manager is implemented as a service in the TextGrid service layer
and complies equally with the interoperability requirements as any other service.
Analogously, other object management functionalities can be added to TextGrid as the
project evolves and in parallel to other object management facilities, as long as they all
comply with the basic TextGrid container and metadata specification.
Since the TextGrid file and object layers are designed to be open and decentralised,
TextGrid conceptually supports the creation of multiple application environments that
can each be tailored to specific user requirements or be built on dedicated technologies.
The TextGrid application layer allows for the creation of graphical and interactive user
environments, whereas the TextGrid service layer enables users to add their own
services tailored to a specific research activity into the TextGrid environment.
Therefore, in a sense both the TextGrid application layer as well as the user-oriented
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parts of the service layer can be mapped to the application layer of the repository
reference architecture.
The last few paragraphs illustrated how TextGrid implements the repository reference
architecture. Lastly with regards to the federation interface, TextGrid fails to make its
objects available through Atom feeds, OAI-PMH, or other standard federation
mechanisms, though this may be added in the future. Despite the lack of standard
federation protocols, the following section expands on how concepts and federation
patterns were applied in TextGrid – the last building block for an open repository
environment.

5.3 Open TextGrid Environment
The previous chapter introduced the TextGrid architecture and demonstrated that it
implements the repository reference architecture (cf. chapter 2.2). This section
describes TextGrid’s resemblance to an open repository environment because it
implements an open storage interface (cf. chapter 3) as well as federation patterns (cf.
chapter 4). At the same time, this chapter illustrates how TextGrid benefits from
opening up its infrastructure and by interacting with various agents, which may be
external to the core system and may be added over time.
TG-crud was introduced as the interface that enables file management for TextGrid’s
digital objects in the storage resources of the D-Grid data grid. For its simple CRUD
capabilities, it offers both REST- and SOAP-based interaction, only imposes minimal
interoperability requirements for authentication, and can hence be embedded in various
technical environments. Being based on grid technologies, it is inherently distributed.
Moreover, it can be employed by various clients in parallel without impacting on
stability or consistency. In other words, TG-crud is de-coupled, distributed and
decentralised – the main features of an open storage interface as identified in chapter 3.
A closer look at interaction patterns with TG-crud better illustrates this. First and
foremost, TG-crud is designed to interact with just any service in the service layer,
maybe with multiple, unrelated services in parallel. At the same time, the
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Eclipse-based application environment TextGridLab also interacts with TG-crud
directly. In fact, TG-crud was deeply embedded into the Eclipse File System [37] and
replaces the local storage handler there. This abstraction through the Eclipse File
System renders the interaction with the remote TG-crud transparent. In other words,
the Eclipse framework interacts directly with TG-crud and Eclipse plugins do not even
recognise that (except for some minimal latency). [216] All this – access to TG-crud
from the numerous running clients on user’s desktops as well as from heterogeneous
services – is happening in parallel and in a decentralised manner, enabled through the
TG-crud open storage interface.
Moving one layer up from the storage layer and before analysing federation patterns in
TextGrid, we take a look at re-representation services (cf. chapter 1.1).
Re-representation services offer an effective way of adapting the repository on an object
level, through services that may be external to the repository core and distributed.
While TextGrid does not provide re-representation services as such, it offers comparable
mechanisms through the TextGrid service environment. Objects, even those still
subject to change, have unique identifiers, can be accessed through TG-crud, and can
be modified through services or even service workflows on delivery. Some of the
TextGrid tools do, in fact, use the TextGrid service environment in exactly that way.
For example the web publishing tool uses a streaming service to convert TEI/XML
through XSLT scripts into adequate representations for web viewing. Likewise, a
sample for a one-day TextGrid tutorial [230] extracts names from a text and syndicates
them with the respective biographies of the persons on Wikipedia. Both examples use
service workflows as delivery mechanisms and hence bear resemblance to
re-representation services, but other than re-representation services these mechanisms
need to be triggered from the application and cannot be attached to objects or even
object classes on a lower layer.
Up to this point in the analysis of TextGrid’s interaction capabilities with decentralised
agents, there is a clear “yes” for the open storage interface, and a partial “yes” for
re-representation services. The following analysis of federation patterns will not yield a
single answer, but it aims to trace various patterns in the environment as a whole.
A pivotal pattern for the TextGrid infrastructure is the notification mechanism that
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ensures consistency between the TextGrid utilities TG-crud, TG-search, and TG-auth*.
As part of this pattern, TG-auth* conducts the rights management in both TG-crud
and TG-search. This means that whenever a new object is included into the TextGrid
collections, it is not only stored through TG-crud but there is also a respective entry
into TG-auth*. To ensure adequate performance while maintaining consistency,
TG-crud and TG-search read and filter authorization information directly from the
RBAC databases, yet changes to the authorization settings are only done via the
TG-auth* interface. Independent from the synchronisation between TG-crud and
TG-auth*, metadata and relations are redundantly stored in file storage (TG-crud) as
well as in the XML- and RDF-databases for search and analysis (TG-search). This
redundancy ensures the capacity and performance of the TextGrid search mechanism.
In both these cases, both TG-auth* and TG-search are notified by TG-crud whenever a
create, update, or delete message is received (note: not on a read). The component
taking care of this is called the “Adaptor Manager”, and it is capable of handling any
number of notifications for any service. In fact, as illustrated in figure 5.3 there is one
more service currently subscribed for notification, which forwards incoming XML
documents to another XML database that enables XQuery-based analysis [105]. In the
prevalent XML/TEI-annotated texts in TextGrid, this allows complex queries like
“return all plays by Shakespeare in which a speaker says the words ’sound’ and ’fury’
(or a morphological variant) in a single speech”. The notification also triggers a
normalisation of the text to ensure interoperability of heterogeneous texts coming from
a variety of projects, and it is hence a specialised service rather than a generic utility.
This mechanism for XQuery-based analysis of XML/TEI texts demonstrates two
things: The Adaptor Manager is capable of filtering notifications (in this case: for
XML/TEI formats) and of piping them through re-representation services on delivery
(for the normalisation); and it is suitable for handling both permanent subscriptions
that are essential for consistency within the TextGrid infrastructure (the notification to
TG-auth), as well as those for specialised components (the XQuery-based analysis) that
are peripheral to the overall system, may exist in multiple tailored versions on the
services or the application layers, and may be live only temporarily.
Taking this one step further, TextGrid considered externalising the XQuery-based
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analysis into a component that provides its functionality to various repositories. The
Oxford University Research Archive (ORA) [258] implemented almost the same pattern
for the Oxford Text Archive (OTA)[244]. They employ the XML-database eXist [240]
to enable XQuery-based access to the TEI-holdings of the OTA. Like in TextGrid, all
TEI-data are forwarded to the database on ingest. Other than TextGrid, which is built
upon grid services, ORA is built on a Fedora repository. Despite unlike technical
infrastructure, notification from both sources to a joint XQuery-based analysis
component is conceivable with low effort, and it would give rise to a unified access
portal to English and German literature research.
Up to now, TextGrid does not employ a federation mechanism in addition to
client/server interactions in the services layer and the notification mechanism attached
to TG-crud. With regard to harvesting, there were considerations of offering TextGrid
content via METS or OAI-PMH, respectively of using OAI-PMH for creating a
bibliography tool, however at the time of writing (August 2009) these considerations
have not materialised yet. One scenario, where harvesting patterns could be useful, is
for scientific analysis of specific collections. For example, Burrow’s Delta [284] offers an
algorithm for authorship attribution. The algorithm first parses and indexes a
collection of documents with known authors, and it then bases authorship attribution
based on document similarity of a document with unknown author against this indexed
collection. The separate phase for building the index, which is then frozen, suggests
harvesting the collection of documents as selected by the user to build the index. The
whole service could then run on an external server. TextGrid experimented with such a
configuration for analysis services in an implementation of Burrow’s Delta based on the
hadoop framework [26, 27]. The harvesting mechanism has also been implemented in
context of an experimental co-occurrence text analysis module for TextGrid. [181, 311]
Overall, this section has shown the high level of interaction between TextGrid
repository services and external agents, both through the TextGrid open storage
interface as well as federation patterns, and it has thereby identified TextGrid as an
open repository environment. In addition to client-server interactions between internal
and external agents in the TextGrid environment, notifications are a recurring pattern
to ensure consistency in a loosely-coupled, scalable manner – with or without filtering,
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with internal and external agents, and as-is or normalised on delivery. Apart from
client-server and notification, harvesting has been tested but not permanently deployed.
However, being an open repository environment, harvesting based services may be
added in the future just like all TextGrid is designed to grow and diversify.

5.4 Conclusions
This chapter illustrated the context as well as the internals of an open repository
environment. TextGrid is a national e-Infrastructure for the humanities in Germany.
While it is not built on conventional repository software such as Fedora or DSpace, it
exhibits all the features of a repository-like open environment. In this conclusion we
reflect on the effects with regard to organisational context and stability that TextGrid
displays because of these open repository features, and we also pick up the
requirements formulated in section 5.1.
Section 5.2 has mapped TextGrid onto the repository reference architecture composed
of file, object and application layers, and section 5.3 further illustrated how TextGrid
implements both an open storage interface as well as various federation patterns to
interact with external agents. Looking back at the various examples cited in these
sections shows the robust flexibility an open repository environment offers. At its core
TextGrid consists merely of the open storage interface TG-crud as well as TG-auth* for
team and rights management. Together they compose the minimum building blocks for
a generic infrastructure. All other services and applications are built around them to
offer their specialised functionalities, and they can grow and evolve over time in any
conceivable direction. TG-search with its functionalities tailored to TextGrid’s initial
target group essentially builds on notification by TG-crud. Another TG-search tailored
at the needs of another target group or any number of alternative TG-search’s can be
deployed the very same way, without impacting on the first TG-search. Likewise all
functionalities in the TextGrid services and application layers are enabled through open
storage and federation mechanisms, and external initiatives are encouraged to
participate and add their components into the environment.
The three highlighted items in the last paragraph – generic infrastructure, specialised
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functionalities, and participation – are the key principles that should build
requirements as identified in section 5.1. This shows how well the open environment fits
the TextGrid requirements. Section 5.1 also made aware of the fact that the first two
items – generic infrastructure and specialised functionalities – appear to work against
each other at first sight. Yet, in an open repository environment they actually support
each other. Moreover, an open repository environment calls for lateral thinking:
information not only flows up and down the layers in a predictable way, as in many
closed, tightly-coupled systems, but it may be directed anywhere – within layers,
bouncing back and forth between layers, and to components the original system
architects did not conceive of and may be unaware of. Indeed, external initiatives are
called to add their own components and new utilisation of existing components.
The largest opportunity, however, is non-technical. It is the robust flexibility that
allows an adequate translation of organisational requirements and that is capable of
evolving as requirements change over time. The DuraSpace project calls this a ‘chinese
menu’ of added-value services [117], assuming that the hungry user will find a plate of
her choosing in a large menu. Or add her own.
The design of TextGrid is grounded in the organisational and social context of research
in the humanities as described in section 5.1. Above we successfully mapped the
principles – generic infrastructure, specialised functionalities, and participation – onto
the current TextGrid architecture or open repository environments in general. As
another factor for encouraging participation and lowering entry barriers, section 5.1
suggested layered approaches also for organisational aspects. Layered conventions are
e.g. conceivable for both data and service interoperability, reaching from low
interoperability with a low entry barrier to high interoperability and hence a high value
for re-use and collaboration. TextGrid supports the creation of such layered community
conventions with the same mechanisms with which it supports the fusion of generic
infrastructure and specialised functionalities in a single environment.
While this robust flexibility of TextGrid facilitates all these principles, they are
essentially social and organisational notions rather than technical ones. In other words,
while the technology is ready to support what is needed, this openness requires a higher
level of organisation within the user community. Other open repository environments
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may therefore opt to constrict the openness to suit the community.
But how do the results of this chapter relate to the federation scenarios put forth in
section 1.1.5 – specifically Scientific Analysis and Out-Sourcing Preservation Actions?
(cf. figure 5.4)
One of the central TextGrid tools is its Scientific Analysis of TEI documents, which
allows XQuery-based access to all of TextGrid’s XML/TEI holdings. TG-search
implements a Notification pattern that is triggered by TG-crud and filters all XML/TEI
objects. Notable about TG-search is its separation of concerns between TG-crud and
TG-search: as outlined above, it is conceivable to add other Analysis portals in parallel
to TG-search, and it is equally conceivable that TG-search combines the material from
TextGrid, the Oxford Text Archive and any other source in a single analysis portal.
Another notable feature of TG-search are its capabilities for enabling interoperability
across heterogeneous data. XML/TEI holdings are automatically converted into a
normalised form, the TextGrid baseline encoding, and ingested into TG-search
alongside the original document. To achieve this automated workflow, the conversion is
triggered by the very same Notification pattern mentioned in the previous paragraph,
and delegated to a normalisation service. A similar setup, respectively a Harvest-based
approach is conceivable for Out-Sourcing Preservation Actions, as described in scenario
2.c (section 1.1.8).
Please note though, that all services involved in this notification-triggered workflow –
TG-crud, the normaliser, and TG-search – interact with TG-auth* to ensure adequate
rights management. Horizontal services like authentication and rights management
must be addressed for the overall system architecture.
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Figure 5.1: TextGrid – Reference Architecture [299]

Figure 5.2: TextGrid middleware – infrastructure utilities
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Figure 5.3: TextGrid – Ingest infrastructure processes

Figure 5.4: Schematic view of how repository federation creates shared applications and external
workflows to resolve the scenarios 2.a, Scientific Analysis, as well as 2.b, Outsourcing
Preservation Actions (cf. section 1.1.5).
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Conclusions

This chapter reflects the contributions of this thesis, first by illustrating how the
scenarios – presented as a “benchmark” for this thesis in section 1.1 – can be solved
through the concepts developed in this thesis, and by re-iterating through the
individual scientific contributions. Lastly, it also attempts to take a step back and
reflect on the role of this thesis in the long-term evolution of digital infrastructure.
Every systems architect knows the moment of catharsis when a key design idea seems
to resolve primary requirements and makes the entire system seem so obvious. This
moment has recurred for the author with each of the systems described in this thesis –
from the cloud-like storage infrastructure, to the TextGrid virtual research
environment, to the Dariah e-Infrastructure.
Software engineering as a scientific field captures such design ideas in architectural
styles, software patterns and other forms of documentation. Ideally, such
documentation is generic, re-usable, and reflects on various options and approaches
when building a specific type of system or when designing a system that embeds a
specific technology. There is a host of such guidance on database modelling and theory,
data warehouse design, and for other systems, however, we know of no comparable
documentation for digital repositories. We can name numerous tutorials for specific
repository systems [52, 206], design documents for specific repository interfaces
[58, 59, 199], or architectural sketches of repository-based infrastructure for specific
requirements and backgrounds [136, 215, 306], yet we cannot name any that documents
architectural models for repository-based infrastructure in a system- and
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context-independent manner.
Starting from this background, this thesis derives architectural design concepts from
current experiences in digital repositories and related fields. It then carries on to
develop the approach of “open repository environments”, that bridge various
infrastructures (e.g. repository, preservation, e-Infrastructure) to enable interoperation
between currently existing repository islands and other agents (e.g. registries,
added-value services, applications). The scenarios from section 1.1 give a tangible idea
of how open repository environments are different from the repositories of today.
In conclusion, the following sections describe the novel concepts developed in this
thesis, how these concepts solve the scenarios from section 1.1, and how this fits into
the long-term evolution of repository-based infrastructure.

6.1 Contribution of this Thesis
This section starts by giving a brief description of the background in which this thesis
was developed. After all, the numerous discussions with experts as well as the diverse
contexts, in which the concepts were already applied, contribute significantly to the
validation of this thesis. Subsequently, the key scientific contributions of this thesis are
re-iterated.
The activities that led up to this thesis have been conducted in the time from 2001 to
2009 in various contexts and on all levels of a repository environment: e-Infrastructure,
notably the German D-Grid initiative [249] and particularly the storage, metadata and
data curation activities there [79, 122]; preservation and “trusted digital
repositories” [78], notably the European projects ERPANET [77] and reUSE [92];
added value services, notably the infrastructure for authority files developed in
LEAF [208]; as well as virtual research environments, notably the TextGrid and
Dariah [86] projects. Each of these projects would have deserved a Ph.D. thesis,
however this thesis emerged as a cross section through them. Particularly during the
development of the TextGrid and the Dariah architectures, the author was fortunate
enough to participate in and moderate discussions with experts from a variety of fields
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and all over the world [83]. Lastly, this thesis not only emerged from personal
experiences and discussions with experts, it is also validated through the
implementations conducted during the TextGrid and the Dariah projects.
As mentioned above, there were few generic, reusable concepts for digital repositories
when this thesis was started. Most repositories were tightly-integrated systems, and
approaches for repository architecture were hardly transferable between systems. While
this does not necessarily diminish the quality of the individual systems, it lowers
interoperability between systems and between system components. Essentially it is the
key hurdle to enable open repository environments, that enable interoperability across
systems to exchange data, share system components, and reuse of independent agents
(e.g. registries, added-value services and applications).
Tackling this lack of overarching architectural concepts, chapter 2.2 lays the
groundwork for this thesis by defining a generic repository reference architecture.
The development of this layered-architecture drew from the wealth of experiences out
there in project descriptions, architectures of specific systems (e.g. DSpace, Fedora,
EPrints, iRODS), and discussions in the community.
Striving for evolution rather than revolution, this architecture is as simple as possible
without constraining functionalities, and it employs common repository terminology
and standards where available. Its three layers reflect three layers of abstraction on
digital objects, the contents of repositories: file, object, and application. To achieve
interoperability across repositories and foster open repository environments, the
following chapters address the interfaces between those layers respectively: the open
storage and the federation interface.
Chapter 3 analyses the open storage interface, which connects the file and object
layers. The objective for open storage is on-demand storage that is hosted externally to
the repository system, which is of value to small organisations that otherwise cannot
benefit from the economies of scale of large data centres, as well as large institutions
that host multiple repositories and seek a single integrated, trustworthy storage
infrastructure [174]. To ensure the reliability and efficiency of such an overall system,
the interface needs to be independent from a specific repository system or other agent,
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stable as agents evolve, and capable of serving multiple agents.
Such a storage infrastructure for repositories does not exist as of now. Existing generic
storage paradigms including SAN or NAS [308], data grids, or storage clouds are
insufficient for repository requirements, since file-based storage does not adequately
represent the structure and components of digital objects: file-based data, metadata,
and relations e.g. to other objects.
This thesis analysed the essential properties of an Open Storage Interface, without
defining the nature of the underlying storage infrastructure. The findings were derived
from a series of experiments with diverse distributed storage systems offering dissimilar
interfaces: a virtual file system (Cleversafe), a dedicated storage handler (iRODS), as
well as a RESTful interface (S3-like). While S3-like does not yet fully implement all the
properties required for an open storage interface, it served to evaluate key properties:
de-coupling of the underlying infrastructure technology, multi-agent interaction, as well
as a simple interface that fosters interoperability and decentralisation. S3-like was
implemented using Python WSGI and tested through deployment of a DSpace
repository and other utilities.
Chapter 4 analyses the Federation Interface. As of today, federation approaches
have been largely created ad hoc in order to satisfy a specific need, and they are overall
limited mainly to metadata and search applications. Only gradually other aspects of
digital objects and other types of applications are being served, but this growth again
seems to proceed ad hoc rather than according to a scientific roadmap.
A mapping of existing federation approaches along attributes pertaining to both, the
digital object and the overall information system – syntax and semantics (object),
structure and patterns (system) – reveals that particularly the attribute “pattern” is
insufficiently covered. The two dominant patterns – client-pull and harvesting – allow
either direct access while being rather fragile and offering bad performance (client-pull),
or they allow increased robustness and performance while the indirection via a
harvester raises the overall implementation effort and may create inconsistencies
through slow propagation. We introduce a “Notification” pattern as more direct than a
harvesting pattern and more robust than a client-pull pattern. Particularly an
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Atom-based hybrid push/pull notification pattern is robust, light-weight, and flexible,
enabling federated applications that are more interactive than previously. Components
for an Atom-based federation were experimentally developed and are likely to become a
key building block of the Dariah European e-Infrastructure for the humanities.
Other than Dariah, the TextGrid e-Infrastructure is already live with users. The author
of this thesis moderated the development of TextGrid’s technical architecture and
embedded in it many of the concepts developed in this thesis. Chapter 5 thus gives an
abstract of the open e-Infrastructure TextGrid and describes the open storage
interface as well as some of the federation mechanisms. These open repository concepts
were implemented into the D-Grid environment and were pivotal in creating an
environment that is open on three levels: as an infrastructure (primarily focused on
virtualised storage), as a platform (where new functionalities can be added and
re-used), as well as a software (targeting scholarly research in the humanities). In
addition to illustrating the concepts developed in this thesis in a production
environment, chapter 5 examines some of the social and organisational aspects that
come with creating an open repository environment.
To sum up, the findings of this thesis effect users, researchers, and developers of
repository-based environments. First of all with regard to usage, this thesis fosters
interoperability in repository-based environments, which allows immediate and robust
exchange of digital objects, sharing of system components, and a decentralised
environment of independent agents (e.g. registries, added-value services, applications).
How this places new sorts of applications into federated environments is discussed in
the following section 6.2. This thesis also creates scientific frameworks where formerly
ad hoc approaches prevailed and thereby introduces a new perspective into repository
research. Lastly, through its systematic analysis this thesis hopes to shift the
development of repository-based environments away from the creative and
serendipitous, towards a craft that can be analysed, documented, and taught. We are
well aware that this thesis only contributes but a step in this ongoing evolution,
building extensively on existing experiences in the repository community and related
fields. Yet, we hope it leads the right way and others follow suite.
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6.2 Implementing the Scenarios
In its introduction this thesis identified a number of prototypical scenarios of open
repository environments. The challenges posed by these scenarios is not in the design of
individual systems, but rather in the interaction of multiple repositories and other
agents (e.g. registries, added-value services). Today’s state of the art in repository
research circles mainly around the repository instead on the interactions between
various repositories and other agents. As a consequence, islands of systems proliferate
and are incapable of solving scenarios like the ones listed in section 1.1.
This section shows how these scenarios can be resolved through the concepts developed
in this thesis. The common framework of this thesis’ open repository environments
guide the information architect faced with such scenarios and help avoid islands of
idiosyncratic implementations.
1 Open Storage scenarios
1.a On-Demand Storage
1.b Distributed Access
1.c Repository Reconstruction
Decoupling repository storage from other repository functionalities is geared to ensure
stability, raise scalability, and benefit from economies of scale as described in the first
three scenarios 1.a-c. This is enabled through the Open Storage Interface
(section 2.2.3), which allows multiple agents to access digital objects retained in a
shared storage infrastructure. This independent storage infrastructure may outsource
storage management tasks to a service provider that provides On-Demand Storage (e.g.
institutional or community data center, commercial provider).
Chapter 3 discussed various storage models (i.e. virtual file system, a bespoke data
grid, and a REST-ful intermediary) and whether they support Distributed Access,
allowing multiple agents to access repository contents independent from each other. In
addition to the technical interoperability needed that allows multiple agents to access a
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storage infrastructure, Distributed Access requires a level of semantic interoperability
that facilitates decentralisation.
In order to enable decentralised access to storage, the Open Storage Interface goes
beyond generic file-based storage as e.g. provided through the WebDAV protocol or
commercial clouds like Amazon S3, and defines standards for serialising digital objects.
The OAI-ORE format is such a standard. This additional level of semantic
interoperability is required, to allow heterogeneous agents to access digital objects
independent of the software environments and application contexts of the agents
involved. For example, this allows heterogeneous repositories to share a common object
collection and enables Repository Reconstruction, as well as it enables added-value
services to interact seamlessly with DSpace, iRODS, or other software packages.
The implementation of the scenarios is discussed in more detail in section 3.4.
Chapter 3 also discusses the experiences from prototyping an Open Storage Interface
using various .
2 Fedearation scenarios
2.a Scientific Analysis
2.b Task Tracking
2.c Out-Sourcing Preservation Actions
Federation in open repository environments enables exchange of all features of a digital
object, including data, metadata, and relations. This enables use cases across disparate
repository systems, like a Scientific Analysis mechanism that operates on the contents
of digital objects, as well as a Task Tracking service that monitors the metadata of
objects as they occur. Only by involving all features of digital objects in this way,
disparate repositories can be united into a integrated virtual repository with use cases
beyond search, which current Federation mechanisms focus on.
In addition to the extension of federation mechanisms to cover all features of a digital
object, this thesis also identified gaps in the federation attributes of the information
system, particularly with regard to patterns. The Atom-based Notification pattern
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developed in section 4.2.2 and prototypically implemented in section 4.3 enables
applications across disparate repositories that are more immediate and robust than
with previous federation patterns (i.e. Query and Harvest).
Attributes of object features and the information system combined in an overarching
federation framework (cf. section 4.1) allows to take more choice and more informed
decisions in the design of a repository environment. For example, the Scientific Analysis
scenario can be implemented using the Harvest pattern for one-off, resource-intense use
cases, whereas a Notification pattern is better suited when a permanent service is
established that needs to keep track of frequent changes in one or many sources.
The implementation of the Scientific Analysis and the Task Management scenarios are
discussed in more detail in section 4.4, and another angle on the Scientific Analysis
scenario as well as Out-Sourcing Preservation Actions is discussed in section 5.4.

6.3 Stability of Open Repository Environments
This section collates some trends that became clear while the thesis was written,
thereby projecting the evolution beyond what was presented in this thesis to better
understand the potential role of open repository environments. We argue that digital
infrastructure is increasingly influenced by repository concepts and evolves towards
interoperability between existing infrastructures and repository islands, which is exactly
what this thesis aims to support through its concepts of open repository environments.
Only the future can tell whether open repository environments will grow to be
pervasive digital infrastructure, yet some indicators for that can be identified: the
growing interest of funders into repositories ([144, 205, 253]), the increasing number of
repository-based infrastructures striving to serve perpetually (rather than for a
fixed-term project) (e.g. [86, 173, 229, 253]), and – as discussed in this section – an
analysis of repository evolution up to now [85], as well as comparison with other
infrastructures [140].
This thesis analysed a variety of interoperability protocols, both those established
[198, 200] and those emerging [59, 279]. Due to their proliferation and their
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fragmentation at the same time (cf. chapter 4.1), we could not cover them all in detail.
One of the protocols we did not cover in depth is a precursor to OAI-PMH called
Dienst [217]. Dienst was a visionary protocol at the time and found a major
implementation with over 100 nodes in the NCSTRL (Networked Computer Science
Technical Reference Library) [127], which later migrated to OAI-PMH before it was
discontinued. The problem in Dienst was its goal to constrain the openness and
universality of existing web technologies in order to raise quality and efficiency. While
the technical approach was sound, this non-compliance with the the web being the
pervasive digital environment at the time led to a lack of adoption and eventually to
the disappearance of Dienst.
Repository environments will see more standards emerge and vanish, even ubiquitous
ones such as OAI-PMH – this technical progression is the fundamental challenge
underlying digital preservation. [317] How long- or short-lived concepts are, is often
difficult to predict. For example, mixing of existing concepts has brought forth an
extension of WebDAV by Tupelo [245] that adds metadata management to WebDAV’s
file transfer capabilities, as well as the Fuse interface for mounting repositories as a file
system [214]. While a model of file hierarchies drastically constrains the capabilities of
repository systems, these activities may live on as convenience interfaces or they may
transform into yet another approach. Salient concepts are often carried on through
technical change, just like some ideas of Dienst were incorporated into OAI-PMH and
may continue to be reflected in the next technical manifestation.
There is no complete chain of evidence to scientifically predict the future of
repositories, we can only provide some scientifically-backed indicators. In 1996 [166]
diagnose file systems as dated and instead envision environments that are associative
(rather than hierarchical) and based on metadata (rather than simple file names).
According to their vision, data will be “stored and maintained on the Net” and
compatibility will be automatic. Although unrelated, much of their vision has since
been implemented in repository systems, yet there remains work to be done before
repositories become a robust and pervasive infrastructure of that kind. Current
activities such as the repository cloud DuraCloud [212] or the repository-based web
framework Apache Sling [28] push further towards that goal of a pervasive repository
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infrastructure. Already now there are numerous web portals like citeseer [32] or Flickr
[40] that are essentially repository-like. Many of these things were not on the horizon
when this thesis was incepted, and the evolution continues.
Figure 6.1 positions repositories on a Gartner Hype Curve [227] and analyses that
repositories are only just entering the trough of disillusionment, and future growth will
depend on increasing interoperability and interconnection. This mapping of repository
evolution has been conducted by plotting the salient topics in repository research since
the 1990, and validated through discussion with the repository community [85] (cf.
“Positioning a Technology on the Hype Cycle”, [227]). In the late 1990s there was a
surge of open source repository packages and repository installation projects – every
institution wanted to have one. [103, 257] At the peek of this hype, institutions
recognised that while the technology is available, the organisational and social context
often is not ready. Many repositories struggled for deposits, and many still
do. [155, 162] Today, we can already see the slope of enlightenment in this evolution, as
repository-based infrastructure is increasingly built in other context and for other
purposes than academic publication management systems, where they originate from,
including virtual research environments [136, 215] and organisational content
management [271].
Current repository islands fail to attract a critical mass of users and block technological
advance. This thesis has shown how to open up repositories and move from such islands
to open repository environments. With these and similar projects creating the gateways
and networks for robust and pervasive infrastructure to emerge, what is really needed is
adoption and agreement across the communities; in other words: shared standards.
However, standards are per se often unattractive for technological innovators as they
see the sometimes time-consuming standards processes and immediately associate
“standards” with “stasis”. Yet, on the contrary, standards facilitate innovation [246].
Overall it seems, moving up the “slope of enlightenment” towards an open repository
environment and eventually towards pervasive repository-based infrastructure still
requires work, mostly of a social and organisational nature.
In the course of this thesis, the notions “repositories” and “infrastructure” have started
to converge. e-Infrastructure and grid technologies in particular focus on virtualising
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computational and storage resources. However, according to the vision by an expert
group to the European Commission [145] also semantic services will be primary
resources in the future. This thesis underlined that next to compute, storage, and
services also (semantically annotated) data and digital objects deserve a place amongst
the primary resources that build our digital research infrastructures. This position can
recently also be traced in current e-Infrastructure activities, such as the focus on data
curation in the D-Grid project WissGrid [122], the focus on preservation and
management of digital objects in the planned European Grid Institution, as well as
other infrastructure initiatives (e.g. [173, 253]) and the general discussion about
data-centric science [73, 228, 247]. Ideally, this burgeoning approach of virtualising
services and information will help closing the perceivable gap between digital
infrastructure and application environments. [129]
If e-Infrastructure and repository concepts are indeed converging, where are we in this
evolution? Comparison with other infrastructures like electrical power and railways
[140] explains that all infrastructure technologies undergo several phases. After early
phases of “system building” and “technology transfer and growth”, almost the last stage
is “consolidation and network formation”. This stage sees gateways emerging to bridge
disparate technological islands, such as different sized rail-road tracks or the large-scale
conversion of AC power to DC.
The concepts developed in this thesis, as well as some of the related initiatives
mentioned throughout this thesis (e.g. [20, 39, 250, 321]) is all about building such
gateways and enabling interoperability. So we may be at the last stage of an emerging
new infrastructure, “consolidation and network formation”. But again, scientific proof of
whether or not repository-based infrastructure will be pervasive infrastructure in the
future can only be collected in hindsight.
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Figure 6.1: Repository Evolution based on Gartner Hype Curve [85]
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